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Dear Members and Friends,

Robert Hoge, Curator of North

American Coins and Currency, recent-

ly suggested that we initiate a new

monthly event called Numismatic

Conversations. The idea was to offer

an after-hours meeting on a given

numismatic topic where members

would have the opportunity to spend

time informally with a curator while

discussing and looking over a part of

the collection. I quite liked this idea,

particularly since members rarely have

an opportunity to receive hands-on

experience with the collection and

time with the curators, and so I asked

Robert to arrange to have the first

“Conversation” toward the end of July.

The topic he chose, “Connecticut

Coppers,” is one dear to the heart of

ANS Trustee Roger Siboni, who felt

that with the help of our new systems

manager, Bennet Hiibner, we could

expand the conversation to include not

just those individuals present in the

room, but people elsewhere in the

country. After a frantic week of setting

up and troubleshooting equipment,

Ben, working with Ray Williams, who

donated his time, technical expertise,

and equipment to the endeavor, had

our “studio” ready for the ANS’s first

attempt at broadcasting over the World

Wide Web. The inaugural Numismatic

Conversation on July 26 was a truly

great success; dozens of people attend-

ed, and many more tuned in on their

computers for a simultaneous webcast

and telephone conference call. They

could see what was going on and ask

live questions as if they were there in

the room. (For those who missed the

event, a DVD of the webcast will soon

be available.) This successful foray

into webcasting has opened our eyes to

new possibilities for reaching out to

members who are not in New York

City or who cannot visit our facilities.

In the coming months we hope to

make greater use of this technology,

not only for the continuing

Numismatic Conversation series, but

also for the annual meeting in October.

Stay tuned!

In addition to the annual meeting, we

have a number of important events

coming up in October. One is an

evening honoring Prof. John (“Jack”)

H. Kroll, ANS Trustee and highly

regarded scholar of ancient coinage, on

October 20. The evening will include

talks and a formal presentation of the

ANS-produced Festschrift entitled

Agoranomia: Studies in Money and

Exchange Presented to John H. Kroll,

which is available through our distribu-

tor, David Brown Books. Another

event, on October 25-26, is the contin-

uing auction of the Society’s foreign

orders and decorations (see the feature

on p. 39). And finally, for Sage Society

members, there is the excursion to

London (see p. 56), which promises to

be a fun, memorable experience.

Many of you will recall from the last

issue of the ANS Magazine the sad

news of the death of Mark Salton, ANS
Fellow and generous donor. I am
pleased to announce that we have

established an annual lecture in his

name, which will focus on the impor-

tance of coins and medals as evidence

for history. Already we have raised

more than half of the $50,000 needed

to endow this annual lecture. If you are

interested in helping us with this fund

in honor of Mark, please let us know.

With best wishes,

Ute Wartenberg Kagan

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
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Staff News
In June, Bennett Hiibner joined the

staff, replacing

Ignacio Ramos,

who retired as

Information
Technology
Director after

working for the

ANS since 1989.

During his long

tenure, Mr.

Ramos worked Bennett Hiibner

closely with for-

mer President Harry Bass, who
moved the ANS and its collection

management into cyberspace in the

1990s. Mr. Hiibner, who has exten-

sive experience in network manage-

ment and other related fields, over-

sees all IT functions of the ANS.

Before joining the ANS, Mr. Hiibner

was Vice President at Dresdner

Kleinwort Wasserstein. He is current-

ly a Principal Consultant with

Advisory Management Group, an IT

consulting firm.

On May 1, Mr. Philip Miano joined

the ANS Business Office as Senior

Accountant. He graduated from St.

John’s University

(Queens, NY) in

1985, with a BS in

accounting. He has

over twenty years

of accounting

experience in non-

profits and health

care, working for

companies located

Philip Miano in the New York

City area.

Ms. Aadya Bedi

has returned to

the ANS as a

curatorial assis-

tant with special

responsibility for

the collections on

permanent loan.

Ms. Bedi has a

BA in anthropol-
AacVa Bedi

ogy from

Bennington College and an MFA
from the University of Iowa. She has

previously worked for the ANS as a

summer intern on two occasions.

The Numismatic
Community and ANS
Honor John H. Kroll
On October 20, the ANS will host

an evening honoring its long-term

Trustee and Second Vice-President

John (“Jack”) H. Kroll. The event,

which will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the

Society’s headquarters, will feature

contributions by several scholars and

numismatists. Kroll will also be for-

mally presented with a Festschrift in

his honor, which was edited by the

Society’s Margaret Thompson

Associate Curator Peter van Alfen.

The volume, Agoranomia: Studies in

Money and Exchange Presented to

John H. Kroll, contains articles by the

following scholars: Helene Nicolet-

Pierre, Raymond Descat, Robert W.

Wallace, Jonathan H. Kagan, Selene

Psoma, Edward E. Cohen, Catherine

Grandjean, Graham J. Oliver,

Richard Ashton and Gary Reger,

Andrew R. Meadows, Fran£ois de

Callatay, and Emily Mackil and Peter

G. van Alfen. Members of the Society

will receive an invitation to this

event. The book is available through

David Brown Books, at www.oxbow-

books.com.

Obituary: Ed Owens
It is with great sadness that the ANS

learned of the death on June 22, 2006,

of longtime ANS building superin-

tendent Ed Owens. Born in South

Carolina in 1949, Ed moved to New
York City in the late 1960s and

almost immediately found work at

the ANS, where he was employed for

thirty-two years. His only son, Chris,

was also employed at the ANS for

many years; most visitors will cer-

tainly recall the good cheer and help-

fulness of the father-and-son team.

Ed retired from the ANS shortly

before the move to Fulton Street and

returned to South Carolina. Chris has

remained as building superintendent

at the old 155th Street location, now

under the ownership of the American

Academy of Arts and Letters.

COAC 2006: Mark
Newby's St. Patrick

Coinage
The ANS, in association with

Stack’s Rare Coins, is pleased to

announce that the 2006 Coinage of

the Americas Conference will take

place on November 11. This year's

topic is the enigmatic St. Patrick

AMPHORA
http://www.amphoracoins.com

We buy and sell ancient Greek, Roman, Judaean-Biblical coins and antiquities, and books

about them. We are a mostly mail-order business and publish about four catalogs each year.

Amphora, P.O. Box 805, Nyack, NY 10960 . (845) 358-7364 . amphoracoins@aol.com
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coinage produced for use in Ireland

and carried to West Jersey by Mark

Newby in the seventeenth century.

The program (see below) has been

divided into two parts in order to

allow for discussion of the coinage in

relation both to its primary circulat-

ing context in Ireland and the Isle of

Man, as well as its secondary use as a

token coinage in West Jersey.

Part I: The Mother Country

1. “Overview of Circulating Coinage

and Tokens in Seventeenth-Century

Ireland,” Robert Heslip, Culture and

Arts Unit, Belfast City Council

2. “Denominations,” Philip Mossman

3. “Iconography,” Oliver Hoover,

American Numismatic Society

4. “Dating the St. Patrick Coinage:

Early Dating and the Ford

Connection,” William Nipper

5. “Dating the St. Patrick Coinage:

Later Dating and the

Ormonde/Blondeau Connection,”

Brian Danforth

Part II: The New World

1 . “Overview of Circulating Coinage

of the American Colonies in the

Seventeenth Century,” Louis Jordan,

University of Notre Dame
2. “Mark Newby and West Jersey,”

Roger Siboni, American Numismatic

Society; and Vicken Yegparian,

Stack’s Rare Coins

For more information, please con-

tact Juliette Pelletier at

pelletier@numismatics.org.

Conference at Yale:

The Romans in Asia
A conference entitled “The Romans

in Asia” will celebrate the revival of

numismatics at Yale and the 2004

acquisition of the Peter R. and

Leonore Franke collection of Greek

coins. The conference is sponsored

by the Office of the Provost; the

Departments of Classics, Art History,

and History; and the Yale University

Art Gallery. Nine speakers are on the

program, headed by Franke himself.

In addition, the program will feature

presentations by Michel Amandry,

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris;

Francois de Callatay, Bibliotheque

Royale Albert ter, Brussels; C. P.

Jones, Harvard; Dietrich A. O. Klose,

Staatliche Miinzasammlung, Munich;

Bernhard Weisser, Staatliche

Museen, Berlin; Katherine Welch,

Institute of Fine Arts; Greg Woolf,

University of St. Andrews; and

William E. Metcalf, Yale.

Registration will begin Friday,

October 6, at 12:00, with presenta-

tions at 1:30; a full day is scheduled

for Saturday beginning at 9:00. The

conference is free and open to the

public. Online registration will be

available after September 7 at

www.yale.edu/classics/news.html; in

the meantime, information can be

obtained by writing to william.met-

calf@yale.edu.

The Fifty-Third Eric R
Newman Summer
Seminar
The fifty-third Eric P. Newman
Summer Graduate Seminar began on

June 5 and ran through July 28. As in

recent years past, the number of

applications to the Seminar has

grown substantially, reflecting both

the importance of the Seminar within

U.S. higher education and the contin-

uing recognition of the importance of

coins among historians and others as

Leading the World in

Ancient, Medieval & British Numismatics

wwwxngcoins.com

CNG
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.

Auctions • Fixed Price Lists • Purchases and Sales

United States Office: Post Office Box 479, Lancaster, PA 17608-0479, USA

Tel: 717.390.9194 Fax: 717.390.9978

London Office: 14 Old Bond Street, London W1S 4PR UK

Tel: +44.20.7495.1888 Fax: +44.20.7499.5916

cng@cngcoins.com
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historical source material. A number

of substantial changes and improve-

ments were made to this year’s

Seminar to better streamline the

course in some areas and strengthen

the quality of the educational pro-

gram. This year’s students were Lisa

Anderson, Brown University;

William Bubelis, University of

Chicago; Craig Caldwell, Princeton

University; Emily Haug, University

of California, Berkeley; Pangiotis

Iossif, University of Liege, Belgium;

Matthew Polk, Harvard University;

Anna Zawadzka, University of

Warsaw, Poland; and Ben Zurawel,

Oxford University, England. The

Visiting Scholar was Andrew

Meadows, Curator of Greek Coins at

the British Museum, London.

Numismatic
Conversations
Continues
Our second in this series of infor-

mal discussions will take place on the

evening of September 13, at 6:30

p.m., at the ANS headquarters on

Fulton Street. The topic will be

“Evolving Honors: Military

Decorations During America’s

Growth as a World Power,” presented

by Geoff Giglierano, ANS
Development Director and former

Chief Curator of Military History for

the State of New York. Utilizing

examples from the Society’s exten-

sive collection of United States war

medals, orders, and decorations,

Giglierano will explore the expand-

ing range of medals and awards that

were presented to American service-

men and women from the time of the

Civil War to World War II.

As the United States became a

major player on the world stage, the

Federal and state governments and

various organizations created differ-

ent service, campaign, and valor

medals, many of which are still in use

today. Participants in this roundtable

session will be able to get a close

look at a variety of pieces ranging

from rare Civil War-era bravery

medals, to lesser-known service

medals issued by soldiers’ organiza-

tions following the Boxer Uprising,

to new awards that were established

after the United States had become

involved in World War I.

There is no charge for participation,

but pre-registration is encouraged. To

reserve a seat at the table, please call

212-571-1311, or e-mail

pelletier@numismatics.org.

Britannica to Feature
"Coin Collecting"

Article on Web Site
Over the past two decades, there has

been a significant rise in the popular-

ity of coin collecting as a recreation-

al activity. Recognizing this trend,

the editorial department of

Encyclopaedia Britannica , one of

the world’s best-known and trusted

educational resources, determined

that a new article on “Coin

Collecting” should be added to its

editorial content and that its existing

comprehensive article “Coins”

should be updated. To meet the strict

requirements for editorial copy,

Britannica solicits contributions

from “scholars, writers, artists, pub-

lic servants, and activists who are at

the top of their fields.” Selected for

the new task was ancient-coin spe-

cialist, author, and publisher Wayne

G. Sayles, who is known primarily

among ancient-coin collectors as the

founder of The Celator and the

author of the six-volume series

Ancient Coin Collecting. Each

week, a selection of Encyclopaedia

Britannica articles is featured on

their Web site’s front page at

http://www.britannica.com.

The Sayles article on “Coin

Collecting,” which has now been

added to the encyclopedia, is sched-

uled to be featured, free and in its

entirety, on that site during the week

of September 10, 2006.

53rd Eric P. Newman Summer Seminar. Front: Ben Zurawel, Anna Zawadzka, Emily Haug,

Lisa Anderson, Craig Caldwell; Back: William Bubelis, Matthew Polk, Pangiotis Iossif
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CONTRIBUTIONS
February 1, 2006-
May 15 # 2006
Grand Total:

$179,014.94

GENERAL FUND:
$155,915.00

2005 End of Year
Appeal

$1,000 and over

Mr. Steven L. Contursi

$100 and over

Prof. Frederick H. Armstrong

Mr. Jon Brooks Sellin

Mr. R. Tettenhorst

Gala 2006 Dinner and
Auction

$50,000 and over

Mr. Dwight Manley

$20,000 and over

Mr. Charles C. Anderson

Mr. Joel Anderson

$2,500 and over

Mr. Harlan J. Berk

Mr. Richard B. Witschonke

$1,000 and over

Mr. Anthony J. Terranova

$500 and over

Mr. Douglass F. Rohrman

$250 and over

Mr. John Albanese

Mr. Edward J. Waddell Jr.

General Contributions

$1,000 and over

Mr. Richard M. Beleson

Mr. John R. Cahill

Mr. Eric P. Newman
Mr. Roger S. Siboni

$500 and over

Mr. Charles C. Anderson

(in memory of James Schwartz)

Mr. Kenneth A. Cowin, CFA
Mr. Arnold Spaer

Mr. Thomas C. Wilfred

$250 and over

Mr. David Hendin (in memory of A.

Wartenberg)

Mr. Peter K. Tompa (in memory of

James Schwartz)

$100 and over

Mr. John T. Bolger

Col. Joseph E. Boling RET
Mr. Arthur Roy Doumaux, Jr.

Mr. J. Eric Engstrom

Mr. J. Graham Esler

Mr. Eric Michael Hildebrant

Mr. Clyde Hubbard

Mr. Harmer Johnson

Mr. James LaSarre

Mr. William J. Leitold

Prof. Thomas R. Martin

Mr. Greg Mclemore

Mr. Thomas V. Shockley III

Mr. Donald A. Squires

Up to $100

Mrs. Amal Al-Husseini

Mr. Allen Berk

Mr. Francis B. Bessenyey

Mr. Richard Burdick

Mr. Frederic D. Bushman

Mr. Charles R. Carlson

Mr. John West Dannreuther

Dr. Jay M. Galst

Mr. James B. Kilgore

Mr. Joseph R. Lasser

Mr. Robert A. Levinson

Mr. Robert M. Row
Mr. John Schwartz (in memory of

Edward Thomas Galligan)

Mr. Barry D. Tayman

Mr. R. Tettenhorst

RESTRICTED FUNDS:
$23,099.94

Francis D. Campbell
Library Chair

$1,000 and over

Mr. David Hendin

$250 and over

Mr. David B. Simpson

$100 and over

Mr. Robert Christie

Guideposts (matching gift for

Robert Christie)

Dr. Orestes H. Zervos

Rare Book Auction -

Francis D. Campbell
Library Chair

$5,000 and over

Mr. Dave Steine

$2,500 and over

Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.

$1,000 and over

Mr. Ira Goldberg

Mr. Matin Logies

Mr. John R. Saunders

Mr. Roger S. Siboni

$500 and over

Mr. Lyndall J. Huggler

Mr. George F. Kolbe

Mr. Richard Margolis

Mr. Robert Ronus

Spink & Son Ltd.

Mr. Michael E. Summers

$250 and over

Dr. Joel J. Orosz

$100 and over

Mr. Douglas Robins
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by Oliver D. Hoover

As part of the ongoing conflict between Catholic

Europe and Protestant England and out of a desire to

bring unity to the somewhat fragmented outlook of the

Church of England, King James I authorized a new trans-

lation of the bible into English. This translation, intend-

ed to be used as the official text in Anglican churches

throughout the United Kingdom, was printed in 1611

after almost seven years of work by forty-seven scholars.

Not only would this translation become one of the most

popular English versions of the bible ever published, but

the artistry of its language ensured that it would also

become one of the greatest single influences on the

development of English literature well into the twentieth

century.

Because of the translators’ stated desire “that the

Scripture may speak like itself, as in the language of

Canaan, that it may be understood even of the very vul-

gar,” the Authorized or King James Version (hereafter

KJV) and the earlier English translations that influenced

its final text are also of some interest to numismatists,

given their tendency to reinterpret the ancient coin

denominations of the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew scriptur-

al sources in terms of contemporary sixteenth- and sev-

enteenth-century English money. Thus, in a small way

the KJV serves as a document for the circulating coinage

of early modern Great Britain.

I. Copper Coins
The smallest coin named in the KJV is the mite, made

famous by the story of the poor widow for whom two of

them represented her worldly wealth placed at the dis-

posal of God (Mark 12:42 and Luke 21:2).

Despite the fact that the translators have

placed the mite into a story told by Jesus, no

denomination going by this name actually

existed in first-century Judaea. In fact, the mite

(meaning “small cut piece” in Old Dutch) was

only created as a circulating coin of Flanders

in the fourteenth century. Initially, the mite

was a small billon coin weighing about

0.97g, but by the sixteenth century it had

become copper. (Fig. 1.)

Because the mints of the United

Kingdom never struck a coin of this

denomination, one might be tempted to

think that imported mites were not

uncommonly found in circulation under

James I. However, there is little evidence

to support this possibility. Instead, it is

more likely that the mite has entered into

the KJV, otherwise entirely dominated by English

denominations, as a result of a translational quandary cre-

ated by the original Greek text of the New Testament and

reinforced by the Latin of the Vulgate Bible. Neither of

these sources specify the denomination of the widow’s

coins, instead referring to them only as lepta and minuta

(“small [coins]”), respectively. The difficulty for the

English translators arises from the fact that in these early

texts Mark gives the value of the two small coins as a

kodrantes or quadrans. Any Latin grammarian would

have known that a quadrans was a bronze coin worth

one-fourth of a Roman as, making its English translation

Fig. 1.

Flanders: John

the Fearless,

Duke of

Burgundy.

Copper mite,

1404-1419.

(ANS
0000.999.79

06) 1 7 mm.
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as farthing (one-fourth of a penny) almost unavoidable.

Unfortunately, in the English coinage system there were

no denominations smaller than a farthing, creating the

problem of how to deal with Mark’s lepta/minuta.

In the sixteenth century, the mite was used in English

commercial arithmetic manuals to represent a fractional

value varying from 1/3 to 1/16 of a farthing, but it was

never struck as a coin and is not believed to have been

used in regular daily commerce. Thus this English mite

makes little sense in the biblical context. For coins

worth less than a farthing, one only had recourse to the

lead merchants’ tokens widely produced for small

change, some of which were worth 1/3 of a farthing (for

new discussion of English merchants’ tokens, see L.

Jordan, “The DK Token and Small Change in the Early

Seventeenth Century Settlement at Ferryland,

Newfoundland,” CNL 131 [August 2006]: 3005-3059).

In 1463 through 1465, a remarkable silver half farthing,

which would have been equivalent in value to Mark’s

mites, was struck for the Lordship of Ireland under

Edward IV. However, it seems highly unlikely that this

isolated Irish issue had any influence on the translators

of the KJV.

In the Middle English of the Wycliffe Bible (1384),

the translator sidesteps the denominational issue in

Mark by literally translating lepta/minuta as “mynutis”

(“small [coins]”), although in Luke’s parallel account,

which lacks the value indicator kodrantes/quadrans , the

widow’s coins are more naturally described from the

English perspective as “twei ferthingis” (two farthings).

The mite first appears in both Mark and Luke with the

initial publication of Tyndale's New Testament (1525),

where it may be used as a contracted form of “minute”

rather than a specific denomination. Nevertheless, one

wonders whether William Tyndale might not have been

a little influenced by the contemporary Flemish mone-

tary system when he chose his words. After all, Tyndale

is known to have had good Flemish connections, and he

composed and printed his translation of the New
Testament while in the nearby German cities of

Hamburg, Cologne, and Worms. In 1534, Antwerp

became his home and a base for shipping his contraband

translations into Tudor England, until he was finally

arrested and executed for heresy in 1536. Thus, Tyndale

is likely to have been conversant with the Flemish cur-

rency system, in which there were twenty-four mites to

the penning.

Tyndale’s mites were retained in the Coverdale Bible

(1535) and the Bishop’s Bible (1568), but the translators

of the Geneva Bible (1587) seem to have been troubled

(rightly) by the relationship of the mite to the farthing.

and therefore opted instead to translate kodrantes/quad-

rans as “quadrin,” a somewhat more generic term for a

small coin, but frequently used for “farthing” and ulti-

mately derived from the Latin quadrans. In this way, the

point of the very low value of the coins was retained in

Mark without resorting to a bizarre relationship

between apparently named denominations.

Nevertheless, despite this solution to the problem, the

translators of the KJV, who were influenced by

Tyndale’s text and those of his redactors, retained both

“mite” and “farthing” for the Authorized Version. If not

for the knowledge that a quadrans was one-fourth of an

as, one wonders whether the translators would have

chosen a route more in keeping with the current English

currency system and identified the widow’s

mite as a farthing, two of which make a half-

penny.

The translators should probably be excused

for their difficulty in making sense of mites and

farthings here, when we consider that other

passages in the Greek New Testament and the

Vulgate show that even the Gospel writers

were unclear about the value of

lepta/minuta and kodrantai/quadrantes.

At Luke 12:59, Jesus warns his disci-

ples to settle disputes outside of court

lest they be compelled by a judge to pay

back every last lepton/minutum, while

the parallel account at Matthew 5:26

involves a kodrantes/quadrans, all

despite Mark’s indication that there

were two lepta/minuta to the

kodrantes/quadrans.

The virtual insolubility of this numis-

matic disagreement within the synoptic

Gospels notwithstanding, the widow’s

lepton/minutum is widely identified as a

small bronze denomination produced in Judaea under

the Hasmonaean dynasty and the Roman

administration (134 BC-AD 66). Although

any of these issues are possibilities, cer-

tain series of the Hasmonaean priest-king

Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BC) are con-

sidered to be the best

Fic

Fig. 2. Judea:

Hasmonaean
kingdom.

Alexander

Jannaeus. AE
prutah,

Jerusalem

mint, 1 03/76
BC. SNG-
ANS 6.67

(ANS
1952.142.37

7, gift of

Christian G.

Gunther) 1

5

mm.

candidates because of

their extremely small

size, crude rendering,

and continued circu-

lation into the first

century AD. (Fig. 2.)

In the Jacobean context of the KJV, the farthing used

ig. 3. Great Britain:

Ireland. James I. Copper

patent farthing,

1603-1625. (ANS
1911.105.1235) 17 mm
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Fig. 4. Roman
Empire:

Augustus. AE
quadrans,

Rome mint, 8

BC. RIC 423.

(ANS
1975.114.4)

1 7 mm.

to translate kodranteslquadrans could really only be

understood in relation to the copper farthings struck

between 1613 and 1642 by John Harrington, Lord of

Exton and the Duke of Lennox under a patent from the

king. (Fig. 3.) These token issues were produced large-

ly to fill the public need for a quotidian, low-value

coinage. No farthings had been struck since

the late reign of Edward VI (1547-1553),

although the vacuum tended to be filled

by merchants’ tokens of varying values.

As mentioned above, quadrans was the

name given to a bronze denomination in the

Roman system worth a quarter of an as.

However, it is unclear whether Matthew’s

kodranteslquadrans refers to an actual

quadrans from an imperial mint. (Fig.

4.) This denomination was not struck on

a large scale in the first century

AD and is not found in

much quantity in the

Near East. Instead,

kodranteslquadrans

here may refer to any

number of small

bronze coins struck in the

eastern Roman provinces that circulated

with the value of one quarter of an as.

However, the price of a farthing for

two sparrows or two farthings for

five given in the KJV and its six-

teenth-century predecessors at

Matthew 10:29 and Luke 12:6, respec-

tively, do not translate kodranteslquad-

rans, but rather the denomination assar-

ion/as, a coin with the value of 1/16 or

1/18 of a denarius in the first century

AD. (Fig. 5.) Presumably, the transla-

tors have used the farthing here because

it was the smallest English denomina-

tion produced, and the whole point of

the two passages is to illustrate the care

of God for even virtually worthless

things. Still, we might have expected to

find “mite” used here instead of “farthing.” Based on

Mark’s account of the widow’s mites, there should be

eight of them to the penny, which is marginally closer to

the eighteen or sixteen assaria/asses in a denarius than

the four farthings to a penny.

It is worth noting that the farthing prices in these two

verses may not be too far off in representing the real

cost of small birds in Jacobean England. According to

Fig. 5. Roman
Empire:

Tiberius. AE
as, Rome
mint, AD
15-16. RIC

34. (ANS
1947.2.417,

gift of W. B.

O. Field) 26
mm.

the statement of Hugh May, Clerk of the Markets to His

Majesty’s Household, in 1625 one could buy twelve

pigeons for a shilling. If much meatier birds like

pigeons could be had for a penny each, as is implied by

this price for twelve, then small birds like sparrows

might easily have sold at two for a farthing in the

Jacobean period. Curiously, in the Wycliffe Bible, the

prices of two and five sparrows in Matthew and Luke

are given as a “halpeny” (halfpenny) and

“twei halpens” (two halfpence).

II. Silver Coins
Next to the widow’s mite, perhaps the

most famous coin mentioned in the KJV is

the penny of Matthew 22:19 and Luke

20:24 that was brought to Jesus when he

was asked whether it was lawful to pay

taxes to Rome. The use of “penny” to

translate the “denarius” of the Gospel

writers should come as little surprise,

since the English silver penny of the

seventeenth century really was a distant

descendant of the Roman

k denarius. The latter was

first struck by the

> Roman Republic in

211 BC (Fig. 6) and

continued as the standard silver coin of

the Roman Empire until financial crises

led to its eventual replacement by the

increasingly debased antoninianus (Fig.

7) in the third century AD.

Nevertheless, despite the end of its pro-

duction as a coin, the denarius lived on

as a money of account, known as the

denarius communis , well into the

fifth century AD. The impact of the

denarius on the mon-

etary conscious-

Fig. 6. Roman
Republic:

Anonymous.
AR denarius,

Rome mint,

AD 21 1 . C.

44/5. (ANS
1987.26.3)

1 8.5 mm.

Fig. 7. Roman
Empire: Caracalla.

AR antoninianus,

Rome mint, AD
213-217. BMC 79.

(ANS
1944.100.51522,

bequest of Edward

T. Newell) 24.5

mm.

esc©®

this denomination

dinar , first given to the

gold emissions of the

early caliphs (Fig. 8),

and it stands behind the

term denier , applied to

ness of the f CMl??

Mediterranean £

world and adja- *
(

cent regions can

hardly be overesti

mated. Memory of

informed the name
- feJ)cy<fi©'/

r

Fig. 8. Syria:

Umayyad. AV
dinar, Damascus
mint, AD 697/698. (ANS
1917.215.3395)
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the reformed silver

denomination of the

Merovingian and Carol-

ingian Franks. By the

second half of the eighth

century, this denomina-
pjg 9 England: Kent,

tion was being produced Cuthred. AR penny issued by

in England by Anglo- Eaba, 798-807. Seaby 430.

Saxon mints in Mercia (ANS 1 967.1 82.1 4, gift of

and Kent (Fig. 9), but it

Dou9las P Dlckle| 20 mm '

was going by the name of penny (from German pfen-

nig). It is for these reasons that even today the monetary

symbol for the British penny is d. from denier!denarius.

Fig. 10. Great Britain: England. George IV. AE penny,

1 826 (proof). Peck 1 407. (ANS 1 940. 113.1 32) 34 mm.

From this point on, silver pennies were produced by

almost every English king until the abandonment of the

denomination for the regular silver coinage under

George III. When it was resurrected by George IV in

1825, the coin was struck in copper rather than sil-

ver. (Fig. 10.)

In Luke’s account of the tribute penny inci-

dent, the KJV reports Jesus as saying, “Shew

me a penny. Whose image and superscription

hath it?” Presumably, the translators had in

mind here the pennies of James I

struck in 1603 and 1604 or those

of earlier rulers (Fig. 11), as

these coins regularly carried

a royal portrait and inscrip-

tion. After 1604, the portrait

was dropped on Jacobean

pennies and replaced by the

Tudor rose,

which might Fig. 1 2. Great Britain:

have caused England. James I. AR

some confusion
, ,

North 2106. (ANS
among the overly literal mind- ^72 197 1) 14 mm
ed. (Fig. 12.)

There is disagreement among modern numismatists as

to the probable identity of the ancient coin in the story

Fig. 1 1

.

England:

Elizabeth I.

AR three half

penny piece,

London mint,

1572. North

2000. (ANS
1954.203.45)

1 6.5 mm.

of the tribute penny.

Some have suggested

a denarius of Augustus

with the reverse type

depicting his nephews

Gaius and Lucius

Caesares (Fig. 13),

while others have

thought a well-known

denarius of Tiberius

with the reverse type

of a seated goddess (Livia?) (Fig. 14) to be the most

likely candidate. A
third but much less

popular position has

held that the term

“denarius” should

not be taken literally

in the Gospel text,

and that the coin

may actually have

been a provincial

tetradrachm from Antioch bearing the portrait and titles

of Tiberius. (Fig. 15.)

While the translation of penny for

denarius makes good sense from the

historical perspective, it occasional-

ly leaves something to be desired

with respect to the value of seven-

teenth-century English money. For

example, by turning the denarius

promised to field workers in the para-

ble of the vineyard laborers into a

penny (Matthew 20:2, 9-10, 13),

the translators may have added a

further element of pathos not origi-

nally intended by Matthew. While a

denarius was a decent daily wage in

first-century Judaea, in sixteenth- ^ Roman
and seventeenth-century England, Empire (Syria):

the average laborer could expect to Tiberius. AR

receive about eight pence per day, tetradrachm,

whereas a skilled craftsman might Antioch mint, AD

earn a whole shilling (see E. H.
j ^NS

Phelps Brown and S. V. Hopkins,
1 944. 1 00.65559,

“Seven Centuries of Building bequest of Edward

Wages,” Economica 22 [1955]: T. Newell) 25 mm.

195-206). Thus, the laborers in the

parable who complained that those who started work

late in the day were receiving the same penny pay as

those who began early are made to appear more sympa-

Fig. 14. Roman Empire: Tiberius.

AR denarius, Lugdunum mint, AD
1 4-37. RIC 30. (ANS
1935.117.357) 18 mm.

Fig. 13. Roman Empire:

Augustus. AR denarius,

Lugdunum mint, BC 2-AD 1 1

.

RIC 207. (ANS 1916.106.20)
1 8 mm.
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thetic, for not only do they seem cheated by not receiv-

ing more than the latecomers, but they were already

working for cheap to begin with!

The penny for denarius is somewhat more convincing

at Revelation 6:6, where it is given as the price for a

measure of wheat or three measures of barley. In the

original Greek text, the measure (of volume) in question

is the choinix , roughly equal to an imperial quart (1.1

liters), while the Vulgate gives it as the weight bilibris

(two Roman pounds). It is possible that the translators

have used the generic term “measure” here because they

did not know the exact capacity of the Greek choinix

and therefore could not easily convert it into a contem-

porary English measure. Presumably, this is why

Wycliffe found it necessary to retain bilibris in his four-

teenth-century English translation.

On the other hand, it is tempting to suggest that the

KJV and its sixteenth-century forebears are purposely

vague here because the translators were thinking in

terms of the bread that would be made from the two

grains. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England,

the average person regularly bought his bread in a unit

known as the penny loaf. As its name implies, this was

essentially as much bread as could be made for the price

of one penny, including the cost of the grain and the

baker’s labor. Because the size of the penny loaf would

vary depending on the harvest and the grain market, the

measure of wheat or barley involved in making it was

not fixed. Nevertheless, the penny brown loaf made

from barley often weighed about three times the weight

of a penny white loaf made from wheat, because barley

was generally considered to be a lesser grain and was

usually about three times less expensive than wheat.

Interestingly, this relationship between the two penny

loaves preserves the 1 :3 relationship between choinikes

of wheat and barley for a denarius.

Besides the penny,

denomination is ever

named in the KJV.

However, the transla-

tors refer to generic

“pieces of silver,”

thereby preserving

the ambiguity of the

original Greek text of

the New Testament,

which simply refers

to argyria. St. Augustine may or may not have intended

a specific denomination when he translated this word

into Latin as argenteus. While argenteus is an adjective

that can refer to anything made of silver, it was also a

late Roman silver denomination (Fig. 16) that could still

be found in circulation in the fifth century, when St.

Augustine was composing the text of the Vulgate Bible.

The most famous example of the “pieces of silver"

formulation is the thirty pieces of silver paid to Judas

Iscariot for the betrayal of Jesus (Matthew 26:15, 27:3,

27:5, 27:9). Pieces of silver also appear in the parable of

the lost coin (Luke 15:8) and are used to express the

value of the magic books burned at Ephesus during St.

Paul’s sojourn in the city (Acts 19:19). Pieces of silver

are even projected back into the Old Testament (Genesis

20:16, 37:28, 45:22; Joshua 24:32; Judges 9:4, 16:5; 2

Kings 6:25; Psalms 68:30; Canticles 8:11; Hosea 3:2;

Zechariah 11:12-13), despite the fact that the stories

and events recorded there all predate the invention of

coinage. The KJV, as well as the Bishop’s and Geneva

Bibles, frequently retain the Hebrew term shekel for the

Old Testament; the Wycliffe and Coverdale Bibles usu-

ally translate this in terms of “pieces of silver” or “sil-

verlings.”

The Coverdale Bible seems to be the exception in

often identifying the pieces of silver as pence. The

Bishop’s Bible also refers to pence on one occasion (2

Kings 6:25). Perhaps most interesting of all is the fact

that all of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century trans-

lations give the value in silver at Joshua 24:32, while

the Masoritic Hebrew text, as well as the Greek

Septuagint, the Latin Vulgate, and Wycliffe’s English

translation of 1395 all agree that the value in the verse

is properly expressed in terms of heads of young sheep!

The use of “pieces of silver” by the KJV and almost all

of its English predecessors not only preserves the sense

of the Greek and Latin texts, but still manages to reflect

the realities of silver money in early modern England.

In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries,

neither the Tower of London nor the Scottish mint at

Edinburgh produced coinage in sufficient quantities to

provide either England or Scotland with a unified circu-

lating medium. Because of this problem, it was not at all

uncommon to find foreign coins such as Spanish eight-

reales, French ecus, Dutch rix dollars, and various

thalers of the German states in circulation alongside the

royal issues of Elizabeth I and James I. Hence, while

prices might be quoted in regular English currency, in

reality actual payment could come in any variety of

“pieces of silver” from various local and foreign

sources. As in the case of the pieces of silver weighed

out for payment at Zechariah 11:12, Elizabethan and

Jacobean merchants also weighed their silver coins as a

means of ensuring receipt of full value and protecting

themselves against clipped or underweight coins.

no other contemporary silver

Fig. 16. Roman Empire: Diocletian.

AR argenteus, Rome mint, circa AD
294. RIC 19a. (ANS 1956.102.22)

1 9 mm.
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Modern numismatists generally agree that the thirty

pieces of silver are likely to have been shekels

(tetradrachms) produced by the autonomous city of Tyre

Fig 1 7. Phoenicia. AR tetradrachm, Tyre mint, BC
107/106. BMC 96. (ANS 1948.19.2285, gift of Archer

M. Huntington) 27 mm.

in the first century BC/AD. (Fig. 17.) In antiquity, the

silver of that city was known to be of high purity and

therefore became the only money acceptable for pay-

ments to the Temple in Jerusalem. Thus Tyrian coin was

most likely to be on hand in the treasury for Temple

business.

The above review of the contemporary denominations

in the KJV and earlier English translations alongside the

ancient coins to which they correspond in the Greek

New Testament may perhaps seem to be an exercise in

numismatic frivolity without much purpose. However,

we would argue that the decision to convert into English

denominations— often with some apparent thought to

making sense for contemporary readers of the passages

in which they appear— is indicative of the larger reli-

gious, political, and cultural milieu in which it was

made. In a land where kings claimed their authority

through divine right, promoting themselves as contem-

porary versions of David and Solomon while their sub-

jects were cast as the children of Israel, stories from

Scripture had a tangible and real presence in the lives of

both powerful and ordinary members of society. By

using recognizable English denominations— and in one

case by failing to name specific denominations— the

translators further fostered the immediacy of the text.

Thanks to the KJV and its predecessors, every time

someone paid his penny for a loaf of bread in London,

spent a farthing for a pint of beer in Dover, or weighed

out pieces of eight and dog dollars in colonial

Massachusetts, they were all in

some small way connected to the

holy and actively participating in the

type of biblical modeling that ironi-

cally underpinned both divine-right

kingship as well as Puritanism. In

part, through the replacement of

ancient coin denominations with

those of contemporary England, the

translators of the KJV and their

immediate predecessors remade the

sacred past in the image of the living

present— an act that in itself could

claim biblical precedent through the

words of Ecclesiastes 1:9-10: “The

thing that hath been, it is that which

shall be; and that which is done is

that which shall be done: and there

is no new thing under the sun. Is

there any thing whereof it may be

said, See, this is new? it hath been

already of old time, which was

before us.” EEM1
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From th£ Collections Manager BY E l_£ N A STOLYARIK

New Acquisitions

T
o enhance its strength as an

essential research center,

the American Numismatic

Society continues to pur-

chase new items and to

accept, with great satisfaction, all

interesting donations.

During the past several months,

the cabinet has acquired a fine

group of lots
Fig. 1 . Boiotia, fed-

eral coinage. AR
tetartemorion (0.16

g), 475-450 BC.

(ANS 2006.20.1,

purchase) 5 mm.

from several

sales. Through

the Classical

Numismatic
Group Auction

collection of

Fig. 2. Boiotia,

Orkhomenos. AR
hemiobol (0.34

g), 475-425 BC.

(ANS
2006.20.6, pur-

chase) 8.9 mm.

BC

of the BCD
Boiotian coinage, the ANS
obtained twelve extremely rare

items, including a Federal

tetartemorion (Fig.

1) and an unpub-

lished variety of

Orkhomenos
hemiobol of the

fifth century

(Fig. 2), a

silver obol

of the fourth century BC
from Plataiai (probably the

third known example) (Fig.

3), and an exceptionally rare

bronze piece

struck after 387

BC in conjunc-

tion with the

celebration of

the Boiotian

cities’ autonomy proclaimed by the

Peace of Antalkidas. (Fig. 4.)

The spring auction of LHS
Numismatics (May 8-9, 2006) of

Zurich provided the ANS with anoth-

er fine purchasing opportunity.

Eighty new examples from the

superb BCD collection of

Peloponnesian coins were garnered

from this sale. Among these are six-

Fig. 3. Boiotia,

Plataiai. AR obol

(0.80 g), 387-372
BC
(ANS 2006.20.8,

purchase) 9.8 mm.

Fig. 4. Boiotia, Plataiai. AE, 387-372

BC.

(ANS 2006.20.9, purchase) 22 mm.

teen silver and bronze examples dat-

ing from the fifth to the first century

BC. They include an excep-

tional obol of the late fourth

or early third century from

Epidauros (Fig. 5), an

extremely rare—if not

unique

—

tetartemorion of

460-420 BC
Fig. 5. Argolis,

Epidauros. AR obol

(0.93 g), late

fourth or early third

century BC.

(ANS 2006.31.4,

purchase) 1 1 mm.

are

from Kleonai

(Fig. 6), and an

extremely rare

and apparently

unpublished
hemiobol of 420

BC from Kleitor, the leading

^ member of the Arkadian

Confederacy by the early fifth

century BC. (Fig. 7.) Coins of

Psophis, an important cross-

roads for trade

between Arkadia

and Elis,

represent-

ed by an

extremely

rare and

apparently otherwise unpub-

lished obol of the

mid-fifth century

BC. (Fig. 8). Coins

from other several

areas of Akhaia,

Argolis, and

Arkadia were also added to our col-

lection though this purchase.

Also through purchases at this BCD
auction of LHS Numismatics, the

Fig. 6. Argolis,

Kleonai. AR tetarte-

morion (0.22 g),

460-420 BC.

(ANS 2006.31.6,

purchase) 7 mm.

Fig. 7. Arkadia,

Kleitor. AR
hemiobol (0.29 g),

c. 420 BC or later.

(ANS 2006.31.7,

purchase) 8 mm.

ANS collection of Roman

provincial bronze coinage

grew by sixty-seven exam-

ples dating from the first to

the third centuries AD.

Among these are

an extremely rare

issue of Septimius

Severus that

seems never to

have been pub-

lished (Fig. 9) and

several rare bronzes of Geta Caesar,

Julia Domna, and Caracalla—all

from Phliasia. From the mint of

Fig. 8. Arkadia,

Psophis. AR obol

(1 .00 g), c. mid-

fifth century BC.

(ANS 2006.31.8,

purchase) 9 mm.

Fig. 9. Septimius Severus (193-21

1

AD). Phlius. AE 2 assaria.

(ANS 2006.31.14, purchase) 24 mm.

Sicyon comes another very rare coin

issued by the magistrate C. Iulius

Polyaenus to commem-

orate Nero’s visit to

Greece. (Fig. 10.)

Some marvelous addi-

tions to our collection of

American medals were

obtained from the latest

sale of the famous John

J. Ford, Jr., Collection

(Stack’s Auction, May
23, 2006). These were

medals drawn from the

various series of works

classified by C. Wyllys Sicyon. AE

Betts (American assarion, c.

Colonial History ^D.

Illustrated by
2006.31.22,

Contemporary Medals
, purchase) 19

New York, 1894), the mm.

Fig. 1 0. Nero
(54-68 AD).
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subject of the ANS’s 2004 Coinage of

the Americas Conference (COAC),
though the Ford Collection also

included some relevant pieces unrec-

ognized by Betts.

Thanks to ANS benefactor and

trustee Roger Siboni, our current

treasurer, the society was able to

acquire four of these highly interest-

ing medals for the cabinet. Among
these is a silver example, of extreme-

ly fine quality, of the German Safety

at Sea medal of 1755. This medal,

with its allegorical allusion to

Britannia, along with an Indian and

alligator personifying the

New World holdings

of France, hints at

the perilous state

of the colonies of

the two nations.

(Fig. 11.) The

medal’s obverse

was signed by Peter

Paul Werner, a promi-

nent engraver and

medalist from

Nuremberg, who
worked primari-

ly in Germany

for several

princely courts.

Another of the

important new

American histori-

cal medals we
have acquired as

part of Siboni’s

gift is a near-

mint-state exam-

ple of the 1759

Guadalupe
in bronze. (Fig.

were cut by Lewis

of the prolific

Fig. 1 1 . Germany
(American Historical

Series). AR Safety at

Sea medal, by Peter

Paul Werner, 1 755.

(ANS 2006.34.1, gift

of Roger Siboni) 35.

1

mm.

Surrenders medal

12.) The dies

Pingo, a member
British medalist family of that name,

from designs finished by Stuart under

the direction of Thomas Hollis.

Hollis’s Society Promoting Arts and

Commerce, mentioned on the

medal's reverse, offered prizes for the

best designs of medals commemorat-

ing British victories—intended to

encourage young people in their

search for fortune. We also received a

copper 1759 Quebec Taken medal,

with beautiful images of Britannia

Fig. 12. Great Britain (American

Historical Series). AE Guadalupe
Surrenders medal, by Lewis Pingo,

1759. (ANS 2006.34.2, gift of Roger

Siboni) 39.8 mm.

and Victory crowning a trophy of

French arms. (Fig. 13.) This medal is

in fact a rare muling of types, unlist-

ed in Betts or the more recent work of

Christopher Eimer (The Pingo

Family and Medal Making in

Eighteenth-Century Britain
, London,

1998), and is an artistic work of John

Fig. 13. Great Britain (American

Historical Series). AE Quebec Taken

medal, by Thomas Pingo, 1 759.

(ANS 2006.34.3, gift of Roger Siboni)

40 mm.

Fig. 14. Netherlands (American

Historical Series). AR Europe Hopes
for Peace medal, by Johann Georg
Holtzhey, 1762.

(ANS 2006.34.4, gift of Roger Siboni)

44 mm.

Pingo, another member of the talent-

ed Pingo family. A further excellent

addition to the cabinet thanks to the

Siboni gift is the quite rare silver

Europe Hopes for Peace medal of

1762, signed by Johann George

Holtzhey, the prolific Dutch medalist.

This work is a tremendous example

of faultless eighteenth-century neo-

classicism. (Fig. 14.)

Seventeen other medals of early

American historical importance that

were not yet represented in the cabi-

net were also acquired by purchase

from the Ford Collection sale. Some

of these “Betts” medals thus added

are a bronze version of The Spanish

Plate Fleet Captured medal of 1745

signed by John Kirk (a pupil of the

Genevan master James Anthony

Dassier), and a rare unsigned silver

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle medal of

1748, with a magnificent allegorical

composition of Piety at an altar. (Fig.

15.) Several medals from this acqui-

sition are dedicated to North

American battles and campaigns.

One of these is a bronze Louisbourg

Taken medal, made and signed by
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John Kirk, with an image of Britannia

designed by Giovanni Battista

Cipriani at the request of Thomas

Hollis. (Fig. 16.) Jean Dassier cut an

extremely fine example of a 1760

Fig. 17. Great Britain (American

Historical Series). AE Triumphs

Everywhere medal, by Jean Dassier,

1 760.

(ANS 2006.33.10, purchase) 40.5

mm.

Fig. 15. Netherlands (American

Historical Series). AR Treaty of Aix-la-

Chapelle medal, 1748.

(ANS 2006.33.2, purchase) 43 mm.

issue from the series of Triumphs

Everywhere. (Fig. 17.) Three attrac-

tive new silver medals acquired were

dedicated to the series of the Treaty

of Hubertusburg, the pact

signed on February 15,

1763, by Prussia, Austria,

and Saxony, sealing the

cessation of European

hostilities. Together with

the contemporaneous

Treaty of Paris, this marked

the end of the French and

Indian War, also called the

Seven Years’ War. The medals

from this series are signed

by the famous German

medalist and gem

Fig. 1 6. Great Britain

(American Historical

Series). AE Louisbourg

Taken medal, designed by

Giovanni Battista Cipriani,

signed by John Kirk,

1 758.(ANS 2006.33.7, pur-

chase) 40 mm.

engraver Johann Feonhard Oexlein

(Fig. 18) and by Daniel Friedrich

Foos, the well-known chief engraver

and medallic artist of the Prussian

court’s mint at Berlin. The valuable

purchases from the John J. Ford, Jr.,

medal collection, mentioned above,

fill several gaps in the cabinet and

will be a great contribution to the

ANS’s holdings of items

related to early American

history.

ANS Fellow

Jonathan Kagan kind-

ly added to our collec-

tion of French medals

a new example of a

bronze galvano shell of

1831, designed by Pierre -

Jean David d'Angers

(1788-1856). (Fig. 19.) This

famous French sculptor is

generally credited as the

prime mover in the

revival of medallic art

in the early nineteenth

century. Among the

numerous luminaries

featured in David’s “his-

torical gallery,” this new

AMERICAN NU

Fig. 18. Germany (American Historical

Series). AR Treaty of Hubertusburg

medal, signed by Johann Leonhard

Oexlein, 1763.

(ANS 2006.33.15, purchase) 44 mm.

ANS example celebrates the Abbe de

la Mennais (1780-1860), known as

one of the founders of the Brothers of

Christian Instruction (or “De la

Mennais
Brothers”),

group with

the princi-

pal purpose

of educat-

ing the

youth of

Brittany.

Scott Miller,

another gener

ous benefactor of

our medals col-

lection, donated a

bronze medal

with an image of

Eleanor
Roosevelt. (Fig.

20.) This realistic

portrait of America’s most influential

First Fady represents the work of the

talented Marika Somogyi, from

California. She is a member of

AMSA and a recipient of several

awards, including the American

Fig. 19. France. Abbot

de la Mennais, AE gal-

vano shell medal, by

Pierre-Jean David

d'Angers, 1831.

(ANS 2006.24.1, gift

of Jonathan Kagan)

1 59 x 148 mm.
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Numismatic Association's

Numismatic Art Award for

Excellence in Medallic

Sculpture and the U.S.

Mint’s commemorative

silver dollar competition.

The ANS received from

Ms. Delores Scott a group

of unusual objects: ceramic

“medals-coins.” (Fig. 21.)

New York artist Beriah Wall,

who has designed and produced

over 500.000 plaster and ceram-

ic “tokens” with different

inscriptions on each side, made

these curiosities some years ago.

The artist believed that the mes-

sages on his “numismatic” arti-

facts could reach a wide audi-

ence, and they should be

Fig. 20. United

States. Eleanor

Roosevelt, AE portrait

medal, by Marika

Somogyi.

(ANS 2006.25.1, gift

of Scott Miller) 1 08
mm.

seen as

Fig. 21. United States. Ceramic

"medal-coins," by Beriah Wall, 1 980s.

(ANS 2006.29.1-8, gift of Delores

Scott) 30-48 mm.

Fig. 22. United States. Latex mold for

a counterfeit U.S. 1 882 AV five dol-

lars.(ANS 2006.30.2, gift of Anthony

Terranova) 60 x 35 x 17.5 mm.

enigmatic samples of an already

passing culture.

Our collection of modern U.S.

tokens acquired new samples from

Dr. Sebastian Heath and ANS Fellow

Anthony Terranova. Mr. Terranova

also presented to the ANS’s United

States cabinet a dangerous counter-

feit of a Massachusetts Bay Colony

A M

“Oak Tree” sixpence (Noe

17) and a latex mold for

a counterfeit U.S.

1882 5-dollar gold

piece. (Fig. 22.)

ANS member
Leonard Mazzone

donated two silver

Austrian coins—a 5

shilling of 1968 and a 10

shilling of 1973

—

which were lacking in

our collection. Dr. Ute

Wartenberg Kagan con-

tributed a 1997 Royal

Canadian Mint proof

set of four high-quality

sterling silver 50-cent

pieces (with frosted

relief on a brilliant background).

The ANS received a

particularly generous

gift from the Stack

family: a splendid

selection of more

than 322 uncircu-

lated commemora-

tive issues, which

greatly improves our

collection of recent

U.S. coins. Among
these issues lack-

ing from the col-

lection are gold

five dollars and

silver dollars of the

1983-1984 proof sets,

dedicated to the

23rd Summer
Olympic games in

Los Angeles. (Fig.

23.) These were

the first Olympic

commemorative
coins ever issued

by the United

States; this was

Fig. 23. United States,

Philadelphia. AR one

dollar, 1 984. Los

Angeles XXIII

Olympiad commemo-
rative. This proof

specimen is part of a

six-coin cased set in

presentation box.

(2006.32.3, gift of the

Stack family) 27 mm.

also the first time

since 1933 that the United States had

issued a gold coin at all, and these

coins also included the first in U.S.

history to bear the West Point mint

mark. The greatly respected

American artist Jamie Wyeth and

U.S. Mint engraver Thomas D.

Rogers, Sr., created and designed the

proof silver dollar dedicated to the

1995 Special Olympic World Games,

ICAN NUMISMATIC S

with the portrait

of Eunice

Kennedy
Shriver and an

image of the spe-

cial Olympic

medal and a rose,

with Shriver’s quote:

“As we hope for

the best in them,

hope is reborn in

us.” (Fig. 24.)

Also among the

Stacks’ gifts is the

proof set of the

gold five dollars, Fig. 24. United

silver dollar, and States, Philadelphia.

clad half dollar
AR one dollar, 1 995.

Special Olympics
commemorating World Games com-
Civil War battle- memorative.

fields and issued (2006.32.1 1 ,
gift of

by the U.S. Mint the Stack family) 38.1

to help fund
mm ‘

preservation
efforts for Civil War landmarks.

Their realistic images, designed by

the well-known historical artist Don

Troiani and executed by the prolific

sculptors and engravers Alfred

Maletsky, John Mercanti, and James

Ferrell, evoke memorable episodes of

this epic struggle. (Fig. 25.) The

bicentennial proof gold five dollars

of George Washington, issued in

Fig. 25. United States, West Point. AV
five dollars, 1 995. Civil War Battlefield

commemorative. This proof specimen is

part of a six-coin set in presentation

case.

(2006.32.14, gift of the Stack family)

21 .6 mm.

1999 in commemoration of his death,

was created to help supplement the

Mount Vernon Ladies Association’s

endowment to provide permanent

support for the preservation of

Washington’s home at Mount

Vernon. (Fig. 26.) The obverse bears

the outstanding portrait originally

designed by leading American sculp-

tor Laura Gardin Fraser (1899-1966)

in 1931 to commemorate the bicen-

tennial of Washington’s birth (in
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1732). The Fine Arts Commission

unanimously voted her design the

winner of the government’s coinage

competition, but Treasury Secretary

Fig. 26. United States, West Point. AV
five dollars, proof, 1 999. George
Washington Bicentennial commemora-
tive. (2006.32.22, gift of the Stack

family) 21 .6 mm.

Andrew Mellon declined this deci-

sion and awarded the commission to

John Flanagan, whose design still

appears on American quarter dollars.

With its 1999 issue, the U.S. Mint not

only commemorated the “Father of

His Country,” but finally paid an

overdue tribute to an illustrious

American artist.

Overlapping portraits of Orville and

Wilbur Wright and the 1903

“Wright’s Flyer” are the images

shown on the proof gold ten-dollar

Fig. 27. United States, West Point. AV
ten dollars, proof, 2003. Orville and

Wilbur Wright, First Flight Centennial

commemorative. (2006.32.23, gift of

the Stack family) 27 mm.

coin issued by the Treasury

Department in 2003. (Fig. 27.) This

issue sought to commemorate the

centennial of the Wright brothers’

historic first flight in Kitty Hawk,

North Carolina, on December 17,

1903. The proof silver dollar pro-

duced in 2004 in recognition of the

bicentennial of the Lewis and Clark

Expedition featured a vignette of the

explorers standing on the bank of a

stream, planning another day of trav-

el, and an image of the Jefferson

Indian Peace medal, which the cap-

tains were to present to Native

Americans during their exploration.

on behalf of their

“Great White

Father.” (Fig.

28.) The ANS’s

examples of the

actual Jefferson

Indian Peace medal,

along with the

“Washington
Seasons medals”

—

also carried by

Lewis and Clark for

distribution to tribes-

men of lower rank

—

have continued to

travel around the

country with the

National Lewis and

Clark Bicentennial

Exhibition, orga-

nized by the

Missouri Historical

Society. From May
to September of this

year, they will be on view at the

Smithsonian’s Museum of Natural

History in Washington, D.C. FiliHi'J

Fig. 28. United

States,

Philadelphia. AR
one dollar, proof,

2004. Lewis and

Clark Bicentennial

commemorative.

(2006.32.24, gift

of the Stack family)

38.1 mm.
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The Archer M. Huntington Award and the

Margaret Thompson Memorial Lecture
By Juliette Pelletier

O
n April 19, 2006, with close to sixty people in

attendance, the American Numismatic

Society presented the Archer M. Huntington

Award to Dr. Michel Amandry. The award

presentation was followed by the Margaret

Thompson Memorial Lecture, entitled “Roman
Provincial Coinage: An Overview,” given by Dr.

Amandry. The event was followed by dinner in Dr.

Amandry ’s honor at the Harbor Lights Restaurant.

Dr. Michel Amandry was awarded the 2004 Huntington

Medal for his exemplary work in the field of ancient

numismatics. Dr. Amandry was born in 1949 in Greece.

From an early age, he was exposed to the study of antiq-

uity by his late father, Pierre Amandry, one of France’s

best-known archaeologists. For his doctorate, he chose a

numismatic topic: the coinage of the duovirs at Corinth.

He has spent his academic career as curator of the Cabinet

des Medailles at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris,

which he has been leading as Director since 1991. In

addition, he has held various teaching appointments in

Paris. He is also the editor of the Revue Numismatique

and numerous other publications and is involved with

many numismatic organizations and societies. In his

research, he has been instrumental in bringing the so-

called Roman Provincial coinage to the attention of both

numismatists and historians. With Andrew Burnett, he

embarked on a ten-volume cataloguing project of all

coinages of the Roman provinces, one of the most ambi-

tious numismatic projects undertaken in recent decades.

Other important areas with which Dr. Amandry has been

involved includes the coinages of Cyprus, coin hoards

from France, and a number of general overviews of

ancient coins. ini-Vi I

L to R: Jay

Galst,

Michel

Amandry,

and Peter

van Alfen

at Harbor

Lights

Restaurant.

L to R: Sarah

Cox, Michel

Amandry, Robin

and Ted

Withington.

Ute Wartenberg Kagan presents the Huntington Award

Medal to Michel Amandry.
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Highlights from the American Numismatic Society Collection

Russian History in Medals:

Peter the Great
By Olga Less

Fig. 1 . France. Portrait of Peter the Great. Engraving by G. Dupont after the

original painting by Hyppolyte Delaroche. Ink on paper, mid- 19th century. Peter

the Great is depicted wearing a Russian regular army colonel's uniform and an

officer's breastplate with a badge of the Preobrazhensky regiment (with patron

St. Andrew).

Medallic Art in Russia During the

Reign of Peter the Great
Numismatic objects, be they medals or coins,

have traditionally served as carriers of impor-

tant political and historical information. The

proliferation of medals in seventeenth- and

eighteenth-century Europe is truly remarkable.

As easily portable attractive miniature sculp-

tures, medals were not just collectibles—how-

ever aesthetically pleasing—but effective vehi-

cles of propaganda.

Medallic art and production in Russia were

introduced by Peter the Great (1696-1725)

(Fig. 1 ) as part of his campaign of political and

economic reforms to integrate Russia into the

geopolitical fabric of early eighteenth-century

Europe. Initially. Russian medals dedicated to

seminal political events were commissioned

from foreign workshops, usually German, by

Peter’s diplomatic envoys or the tsar himself.

Some European medalists would issue medals

relating to ongoing events in Russian politics

without any prior commercial arrangements

with Russian officials. In the first quarter of the

seventeenth century, the Moscow Mint started

to employ a small number of outstanding

European mint engravers (Solomon Gouin,

Gottfried Haupt) as master die-sinkers. They

were also assigned to provide instruction in

die-stamp cutting to Russian apprentices.

The ANS collection of Russian medals from

the time of Peter the Great consists mainly of

medals relating to the events of the War with

Sweden of 1700-1721 (or the Great Northern

War). The die-stamps for this series were com-

missioned at the Augsburg workshop of the

famous German medalist Philipp Heinrich Muller. The

collection also contains later copies of these medals, com-

monly referred to as novodely, produced at the St.

Petersburg Mint during the reign of Catherine the Great

(1762-1796). (Figs. 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24.) The Great

Northern War series is not complete; out of twenty-eight

medals, the ANS owns two original specimens in silver
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COEPAX BE/IHKAIO
rAPAlfPA MBE/1HKAB
KNKA AAE|feAMi)(AUOBi

BZEA BEAlKiA 1MAABA

Fig. 2. Russia.

Unknown painter.

Portrait of Tsar

Alexey Romanov
(1629-1676).

Oil on canvas,

circa 1670.

and five later copies in silver, bronze, and white metal.

Another group of Russian medals of Peter the Great

includes specimens, originating abroad, whose issuance

was not prompted by requests from the Russian court.

They are usually referred to as Rossica in Russian numis-

matic literature and are dedicated to major victories of the

Russian troops in the military conflicts with Turkey and

Sweden, visits of Peter the Great to European courts, and

his birth and death. (Figs. 3, 9, 10, 20, 21, 27, 28.) The

ANS also possesses a single example of a personal medal

struck in honor of a Russian admiral who participated in

the Great Northern War. (Fig. 19.) Early personal medals

constitute a rather small separate category in the Russian

cabinet, because the tradition of honoring an individual

for personal accomplishments regardless of his social sta-

tus was rare in Russia at that time. During the latter half ot

the eighteenth century, Russian personal medals would be

issued in profusion.

Russian medals from the ANS cabinet not only reflect

major historic events of the reign of Peter the Great but

also provide a good overview of contemporary Russian

medallic production. Peter the Great aimed to overhaul the

old Russian monetary system as part of his social reforms.

Instead of making coins of copper wire, Peter wanted to

issue coinage based on European standards. Production ot

medals was part of a plan that included the establishment

of a new mint. The St. Petersburg Mint became function-

al shortly before Peter’s death in 1725, but. even before
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Fig. 5. Russia. Streltsy. Lithograph, 1 9th century.

that, the state had already assumed authority over medal

issuance in Russia. Medals thus became instrumental in

the propaganda efforts of Peter the Great in military and

ideological battles with his opponents at home and abroad.

Seventeenth-Century Russia

Before Peter the Great
During the reign of Peter the Great’s father. Tsar Alexey

Romanov (1646-1676) (Fig. 2), Russian society contin-

ued to embrace a centuries-old, traditional way of life pre-

scribed and regulated by the postulates of the Russian

Orthodox religion. Yet it was also slowly turning toward

the new trends in social development arriving from the

West. These new ideas and influences did not, however,

take a clear shape when Alexey first came to power in

1645. Alexey’s education serves as an example of this

dichotomy. As a boy, he was surrounded by clerics who

instilled in him a profound piety coupled with extensive

knowledge of religious texts; his interests, however,

reached beyond psalm books and church services.

At eleven, he amassed a small library that

included a grammar book and a dictionary

published in Lithuania as well as a vol

ume on cosmography. He received

instruction in Greek and Latin. Among
the toys he played with were a suit of

armor and a horse, as well as musical

instruments, maps, and “printed

sheets” (engravings) of German man-

ufacture. Alexey’s chaperon, boyar B.

I. Morozov, introduced the young

tsarevich and his brother to German

fashions. Alexey became tsar of all Russia

at sixteen after the loss of both parents. His

reign was marked by a series of social and reli

gious upheavals and military

conflicts involving Sweden,

Poland, Turkey, and Crimea.

Peter would inherit these and

many other unresolved political

issues from his father.

Fig. 3. Germany. Peter Paul Werner, WM medal

commemorating the birth of Peter the Great. This specimen

is a retrospective medal first issued during the reign of

Catherine II showing profile portraits of Peter's parents.

Tsar Alexey and Tsaritsa Natalia.

Copy by an unknown master, latter half of the 1 9th century.

Diakov 1.4. (ANS 1907.31.2) 66 mm.

Despite the patriarchal character of his ruling style,

which was deeply rooted in the Russian religious tradi-

tion, the need for social reforms was clear to

Alexey. Important social regulations were

introduced during his reign. Great effort

was devoted to military reorganization:

city guards were gradually replaced

with regular infantry and cavalry

troops, and foreign military specialists

were employed to provide instruction

in the latest developments of contem-

porary military theory. In 1647, a

German book on military tactics was

translated into Russian. In 1669, the

first Russian naval ship was built by

Dutch engineers in the Russian village of

Dedinovo.

Military reorganizations and associated inter-

est in the latest war technology

prompted a considerable influx

of foreigners into Russia,

Moscow in particular. They

were treated with a great deal of

suspicion by the Muscovites
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Fig. 6. Russia. Peter's childhood military campaigns.

Miniature from P. N. Krekshin's History of Peter I.

Watercolor on paper, first half of the 1 8th century.

and were segregated into the compound commonly

referred to as the German Settlement (or Nemetskaya

Sloboda). The German Settlement would later exert a

great influence on Peter the Great in his daring plan to

make Russia a power equal to the great European empires

of the early eighteenth century.

Peter the Great, the third monarch of the Romanov

dynasty, was born in the Moscow Kremlin on May 30,

1672. Peter's mother, Natalya Naryshkina (Fig. 3, obv.),

was brought up in the household of the wealthy boyar A.

S. Matveyev, who welcomed Western influences, if only

in the decor of his residence. From early childhood, Peter

was surrounded by a multitude of objects of foreign man-

ufacture. His nursery was filled with music boxes and

instruments, not unlike the items that once belonged to his

father. Gradually, musical toys were replaced with toy

weapons: artillery pieces, pistols, and horse-drawn can-

nons. (Fig. 4.) The impressive toy arsenal amassed by the

small boy was probably his response to the uncertainty

and physical danger in which Peter found himself at the

Fig. 7. Germany [?]. Portrait of Franz Lefort (1656-1699).

Engraving by P. Schenk. Ink on paper, 1698.

age of four, after his father’s death in 1676.

Alexey was married twice, which left two mutually hos-

tile clans, Miloslavsky and Naryshkin, with claims to the

Russian throne upon his death. The animosity of the two

cliques escalated rapidly, as it was unclear who would

assume power. Alexey’s brother, the sickly Tsar Fyodor,

died in 1682, and Tsarevna Sophia (Peter’s older half-sis-

ter), supported by the Russian city guards, became regent

under the dual rule of the underage Peter and his brother

Ivan. The violent power struggle brought about by this

conflict deeply affected Peter as a young child. He wit-

nessed massive bloodshed and mutilations instigated by

the Miloslavskys and carried out with cruel fervor by the

guards. This experience probably strengthened his desire

to form a disciplined regular army that would implicitly

follow his orders. Unlike his predecessors, Peter chose not

to rely upon the loosely formed regiments of city guards

known as the Streltsy. (Fig. 5.) In Peter’s mind, the

Kremlin was associated with great danger, fear, and vio-

lence (not unfamiliar to many a Russian before and after).

Consequently, this medieval Russian castle, with all its

“dungeons and dragons,” was completely abandoned by

him. In 1712, St. Petersburg, founded on the territories

gained in the war with Sweden, became the new, modern

capital of the young Russian empire.

Peter's Childhood Military Campaigns
Driven out of the Kremlin, young Peter and his mother
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Fig. 8. Russia. Unknown painter, Portrait of Alexander

Menshikov (1670-1629). Oil on canvas, first half of the

1 8th century.

moved to his late father’s favorite summer retreat on the

outskirts of Moscow, where, from the age of five, Peter

was surrounded by an enormous entourage of several hun-

dred people, from noblemen to low servants. Regardless

of their social status, many of them were recruited for his

military and navy “campaigns” in the nearby villages,

fields, rivers, and woods. (Fig. 6.) By the 1690s, a number

of Peter’s playmates were receiving professional army

training, conducted by foreign officers from the German

Settlement, some of whom, like Scottish general Patrick

Gordon or Franz Lefort from Geneva (Fig. 7), would

remain Peter’s close friends and advisers throughout their

lives. Alexander Menshikov, a low-level aristocrat who

became the young tsar’s best personal friend and an

extremely influential politician (Fig. 8), also participated

in the early military exercises of Peter’s motley crew

assembled from foreign officers and young Russian

recruits from all walks of life.

Peter’s excursions into nearby woods and fields with toy

weapons was more than mere child’s play; it was also an

early realization of self-defense, a preparation for his

revenge against the rebellious half-sister backed by

Streltsy, and the embryonic stage of the creation of the

regular army. During this time, Peter’s lifestyle became

AMERICAN NUM

what it would be like for the rest of his reign, forward

thinking and always searching for new knowledge and

experience in all of the practical sciences (military, navi-

gation, shipbuilding, mathematics, and geography). Soon

enough, the skills honed in these seemingly childish

games would be used in the wars with Turkey and Sweden

over the control of seaports in the south and north of

Russia.

European Travels

The rebellious regent Sophia was overthrown in 1689

and sent by force to a convent to become a nun. In 1696,

Peter became the sole ruler of Russia after the death of his

brother Ivan. One year later, the young tsar undertook a

prolonged journey to Europe. He traveled under the ficti-

tious name of Pyotr Mikhailov, posing as a member of the

Great Russian Imperial Embassy, which consisted of two

hundred and fifty emissaries. The main goal of the

embassy was to forge alliances with major European pow-

ers—Prussia, France, the Netherlands, England, and

Austria—against Turkey. However, this diplomatic mis-

sion did not secure any military or political support,

because Europe was on the brink of the War of Spanish

Succession.

Peter, who first went to Germany, then to the

Netherlands and England, was mainly interested in per-

fecting his skills in artillery, shipbuilding, and navigation.

He received private instruction in

artillery from a German army gen-

eral and worked in the shipyards

at Saardam and Amsterdam.

Seen by the refined European

aristocrats as an immature

barbarian prone to excessive

drinking and lacking fine

manners, Peter nevertheless

paid considerable attention to

royal art collections and developed

an interest in numismatics while vis-

iting the medal and coin cabinets

of the European kings and

princes. Peter's close advisers

and collaborators, themselves

avid collectors of fine art and

numismatic items, made sev-

eral purchases of medals dur-

ing their European travels,

including a 276-piece collection

of bronze medals dedicated to the life

and deeds of Louis XIV, which was

sent from Paris to Russia in 1716.

In the late 1690s, Russia did not yet

have an established medal-making

industry. Most medals reflecting

events of contemporary Russian his-

tory were either executed in Europe

Fig. 9. Germany.

Geora Friederick

Nurnberger and
Georg Hautsch, AR
medal, "Peace at

Carlowitz," 1701.

Diakov 1 2. 1
.
(ANS

0000.999.53417)
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on commission from Russian emissaries or issued

by local medalists to commemorate important

victories of the Russian army in the hopes of

attracting future orders from the tsar or his asso-

ciates. Russia was slowly rising to prominence

in the modem European political landscape,

and medals served as a vehicle of propaganda

and glorification of the military and political

accomplishments of the young Russian monarch.

Russo-Turkish War of 1686-1700:

The Capture of Azov
Toward the end of the seventeenth century,

Russia intensified its attempts to acquire control

of the Black Sea and expand its southern territo-

ries. The Russo-Turkish War of 1686-1700 was

part of the European struggle against the military

aggression of the Ottoman Empire, and it started

after Russia joined the “Holy League” in 1684

together with Austria, Poland, and Venice. The

Crimean campaigns of 1686 and 1687, under the „

leadership of Prince Golitsyn, were unsuccess-

ful. His attack on the Turkish fortress of Azov in

1695 was a fiasco due to the lack of strong mili-

tary leadership and insufficient experience in the

capture of fortified targets. For an effective siege, more :

artillery and a naval fleet to block the fortress from the sea •

were needed. Soon after the first failed attempt to take :

Azov, preparations for the second campaign began. In
j

Moscow and Voronezh, a fleet of two large ships, twenty- :

six galleys, and more than a thousand small vessels was
\

completed in the fall of 1695. On July 19, 1696, the :

fortress of Azov was conquered.
\

Since the Great Embassy failed to attract the support of •

major European powers for the war with Turkey, Russia :

turned to Poland, Saxony, and Denmark to secure their •

alliance in the later war against Sweden to help gain :

access to the Baltic Sea. However, before embarking on a •

new military campaign, Russia needed to sign a peace :

treaty with Turkey. In the Treaty of Carlowitz (1699), the :

Ottoman Empire surrendered Hungary, Croatia, and :

Slovenia to the Hapsburgs, much of Greece to Venice, and :

Moldavia to Poland. In the Treaty of Constantinople, •

signed in 1700, Russia gained control over Azov. This :

event was commemorated by a medal that belongs to the •

Rossica group and was executed in Germany by the :

famous Munzmeister Georg Friederick Niimberger and •

his associate Georg Hautsch. (Fig. 9.) On the obverse of :

this silver medal, Peter the Great is depicted as a magnif-
|

icent European emperor, laureated and draped in the royal j

mantle over a suit of armor. The reverse features a rich and :

dynamic composition depicting Peter in pseudo-Russian
|

attire seated on the right, leaning on a shield with the :

Russian double eagle and holding a parchment in his left
|

hand, before the kneeling chained female figure in the city :

crown symbolizing Azov, who is being presented to him :
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by an armored soldier. Behind Peter is Ceres with a

cornucopia, alluding to the rich and fertile southern

Russian territories gained as a result of the treaty.

Laden with symbolism borrowed from the classi-

cal sources, this medal is a wonderful example of

the ebullient baroque style dominant in the arts of

the late seventeenth century and well suited for the

glorification of a victorious and virtuous ruler. The

legend of the medal emphasizes the young monarch’s

generosity and justice toward the enemy: QVA VICIT

VICTOS PROTEGIT ILLE MANV. Claud. [BY

THE SAME HAND BOTH WINS, AND PRO-

TECTS THE DEFEATED. Claudius],

Characteristically, early Russian medals issued

in Europe would have Latin legends, thus ren-

dering them more important in the European

context, because the Western power elite was

intended to be the primary recipient of the informa-

tion presented by the medals.

Another medal commemorating historic events

involving the capture of Azov dates to 1698 and

is dedicated to the disbanding of the Streltsy

Guards, first formed in the 1540s and 1550s.

(Fig. 10.) Initially, free tradespeople and the

rural populace would be recruited for Streltsy.

Later, this military service became lifelong and hereditary.

The Streltsy Guards lived in secluded settlements and

received money and bread allowances from the State

Treasury. By 1681, there were 55,000 Streltsy, including

25,000 in Moscow alone. Within the Streltsy units, there

was a clear division between a few wealthy individuals

and the poor majority, who suffered from frequent salary

delays and participated in the peasant uprisings of the sev-

enteenth and early eighteenth centuries. Those who were

on top of the hierarchy supported the government and

actively participated in the power struggle between the

Miloslavsky and Naryshkin clans, demonstrating open

hostility toward any foreign innovations. After the fall of

the regent Sophia in 1689, Peter’s government brutally

suppressed the Streltsy’s military and political influence

by way of interrogations under torture and mass execu-

tions in which, allegedly, Peter personally participated. It

was hard for Peter to forget the childhood memories of the

murders of his relatives committed by the inebriated

Streltsy rampaging through the rooms of the Kremlin.

Peter removed eight Moscow Streltsy regiments and

transferred them to the southern territories of Russia, par-

ticularly to Azov, where they organized an uprising. It was

subsequently suppressed and their disbandment ordered.

The medal from the ANS collection commemorating the

complete disbandment of Streltsy was executed by an

unknown Western European medalist. (Fig. 10.) It dis-

plays Peter the Great’s shoulder-length profile portrait on

the obverse and an allegorical scene on the reverse. Young

Peter is portrayed, as on the previously illustrated speci-

men, as a glorious emperor, laureated and armored. His

youthful appearance on the medallic portrait renders him

MATIC SOCIETY

Fig. 1 0. Germany or

Netherlands. Unknown
master, AR medal,

Disbandment of Streltsy/

1698. Diakov 9.3.

(ANS 0000.999.53473)
36 mm.
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Fig. 1 1 . Portrait of Karl XII (1682-1 71 8). Engraving by J. S.

Heifs. Ink on paper, early 1 8th century.

somewhat immature (he was twenty-six years old at the

time), yet his posture is confident and dignified. On the

reverse, a finely executed relief depicts Heracles draped in

the lion’s skin about to strike the Lernean hydra with a

club; to the right, the winged figure of Fame is holding a

laurel wreath above Heracles’ head; and in the back-

ground, a fortress labeled ASOF is seen on the right. The

visual parallel to the Greek mythological hero Heracles

employed by the artist is based upon the iconographic

repertoire of the baroque familiar to a contemporary

European audience. The Latin inscription in the exergue

summarizes Peter’s recent domestic political successes in

Crimea, which resonated as far as Western Europe:

SEQUITUR TERRAQUE MARIQUE I GLORIA I 1698

[GLORY FOLLOWS HIM ON SHORE AND AT SEA],

Interestingly, the obverse legends of these medals do not

contain the word “emperor” in Peter’s title. He is referred

to as “great tsar” or “great duke of Moscow,” but not yet

“Russian emperor.”

The Great Northern War (1700-1721)

and Associated Medals
The peace treaty with Turkey was signed on August 18,

1700, in Constantinople. Internal peace was thus restored.

Fig. 1 2.. Peter in the Battle of Poltava. Engraving by M.

Martin the Younger. Ink on paper, first quarter of the 1 8th

century. The print depicts triumphant Peter the Great on a

white horse tramping over the vanquished Swedish troops.

if only temporarily. Now Russia was ready for another

war: this time, with the Swedish King Karl XII. (Fig. 1 1.)

Russia fought the Great Northern War of 1700-1721 with

Sweden to gain access to the Baltic Sea and regain control

over the territories in the northwest that it had lost in 1613.

The Swedish army and navy were among the strongest in

contemporary Europe. Russia was in no position to fight

Karl XII alone and needed all the military support it could

procure. Denmark, Poland, and Saxony entered the

Northern Alliance with Russia in the war with Karl XII,

hoping to regain their territories occupied by Sweden,

while Russia hoped to obtain control of at least one Baltic

sea harbor for navigation and trade.

The war was declared on July 13, 1700. The allies

planned to surprise the young Swedish king with an unex-

pected attack. Karl XII foresaw their intentions and pre-

vented the attack by bombarding Copenhagen, which

forced Denmark, the only ally with a considerable fleet, to

capitulate. Karl then moved his troops to the Baltic, caus-

ing the Polish army, intent on occupying Riga, to retreat.

The first military contact of the Russian and Swedish

armies in the Battle of Narva proved disastrous for Peter,

whose army was ill-equipped to carry out a lengthy mili-

tary campaign with a strong enemy seasoned in warfare.

Later, Peter admitted that he had no clear military strategy

for the campaign and that the enemy was stronger than he

expected. Emerging victorious from the Battle of Narva,

Karl XII dismissed Russia as a potential serious enemy in

the war and concentrated his forces against the Polish

troops, giving Peter time to reorganize the army. During

this period, new recruits entered regular Russian army

regiments, a fleet was built, borders and frontiers were

fortified, and all artillery equipment was standardized.

Due to the lack of metal, even church bells were used to

manufacture cannons. Foreign officers were replaced by

Russian natives. Eventually, the Russian army would
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Fig. 13. Portrait of Jacob Bruce (1670-1735). Engraving by

an unknown artist. Ink on paper, circa 1710.

emerge victorious from a long and grueling military

conflict with Sweden that lasted over two

decades.

Russian victories in the war against Sweden

were the dominant theme of contemporaneous

Russian medals. After the Battle of Poltava

(1709), when a considerable military advan-

tage over the Swedish army had been attained

(Fig. 12), Peter the Great decided to commission

a series of medals commemorating the events of

the Great Northern War. During 1712 and 1713, the

Scotsman Jacob Bruce (Fig. 13), one of Peter’s clos-

est associates, personally

negotiated on behalf of Fig 1 4. Germany.
Peter the Great a large Philipp Heinrich

order of medal die- Muller, AR medal,

stamps from the famous 'Victory

German medalist Philipp
c ^ ss

.®

thereat
Heinrich Muller. The Northern War series),

medals of this series were 1 71 3-1 71 4. Diakov

intended for a limited, 15.8. (ANS

elite audience, usually 0000.999.53464) 45 mm.

aristocrats and foreign diplomats

(thus the abundance of quota-

tions from Ovid, Virgil, and

Claudius used in the leg-

ends). They were also pre-

sented to royals during offi-

cial visits of Russian diplo-

matic missions to European

courts.

Over the course of two years,

Philipp Heinrich Muller executed

twenty-eight die-stamps for medals

depicting important Russian

victories in the Great Northern

War from 1702 to 1714. The

idea of the series was cer-

tainly inspired by the

medallic history of Louis

XIV, which enjoyed great

popularity at the time and was

often emulated by European

rulers who ordered similar medal

series. Muller was supplied

with information about mili-

tary victories, engravings

with views of conquered

cities, maps of fortresses, and

a plaster medallion with

Peter’s portrait for medal

obverses. The ANS possesses

seven of the twenty-eight medals of this cycle, two of

which (Figs. 14, 15) appear to be original to the series (the

former lacks Muller’s monogram “M” in the truncation of

the shoulder of the bust; however, specimens bearing no

monogram yet original to the series are known). The

rest of the medals from this series are later copies

of Muller’s die-stamps, with Peter's bust on the

obverse significantly reworked by Timofei

Ivanov, who was active at the St. Petersburg

Mint during the reign of Catherine the Great

(1762-1791).

The iconography of Muller’s series of

medals commemorating Russian victories in

the Great Northern War epitomizes the baroque

stylistic tradition in European medallic art. The

bust of Peter the Great is invariably depicted on the

obverse, draped in a royal mantle over a suit of

armor, with the Latin legend PETRVS
ALEXII FIL. D. G. RVSS. IMP. M. DVX.

MOSCOVLE. Interestingly, Peter’s title in

the obverse legend of this series includes

“Russian Emperor,” which signifies his

desire to be considered equal amongst his

European counterparts and to demonstrate

the growing military and naval might of the

Russian state and its rapid territorial expansion.

Muller’s workshop completed three types of medal

Fig. 15. Germany. Philipp

Heinrich Muller, AR medal,

"Battle at Lesnaya" (#10 in

the Great Northern War
series), 1713-1714. Diakov

25.9. (ANS
0000.999.53458) 44 mm.
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obverses with Peter’s shoul

der-length portraits in pro-

file as well as two dies

depicting him on horse-

back for medals com-

memorating battles at

Lesnaya and Poltava.

The medal dedicated to

the Battle at Lesnaya

contains an even longer

title of Peter the Great on

the obverse: PETRVS ALEXII
FIL. D. G. RVSS. IMP. REX
SIB. ASTR. CAS. M.

DVX. MOSC. [PETER,

SON OF ALEXEY, BY
THE GRACE OF
GOD, RUSSIAN
EMPEROR, TSAR
OF SIBERIA,

ASTRAHAN
KAZAN, GREAT DUKE
OF MOSCOW], emphasiz-

ing Peter’s power over vast

territories in the north, east,

and south of Russia.

The reverses of the medals

feature finely rendered city

views and geographic maps, as

well as detailed battle scenes

and mythological figures of

Fig. 1 6. France. Jean

Duvivier, AE medal com-
memorating the visit of

Peter the Great to the

Paris Mint, 1717. Diakov

52.1 (ANS 1951.109.1,

gift of Serge V. Glad) 60
mm.

ancient Greek and Roman
deities who, while not engaged in the battle, are there to

favor and protect the Russian troops. Brief accounts of the

outcomes of the battles are given by inscriptions in the

exergue. Some medals of this series also had an engraved

edge containing a quote from Ovid alluding to the return

of the territories that historically belonged to Russia.

Another characteristic feature of Muller’s series is the use

of chronograms in the legends for the identification of the

year in which a particular event took place, a common

practice at the time.

In 1716, all of the die-stamps were delivered to Russia,

and several sets of medals of this series in silver and gold

were struck at the Moscow Mint, with Peter’s personal

oversight. During his visit to Paris in 1717, he presented

several medals of this series to the officials who accom-

panied him on a sightseeing tour. The Paris Mint, in turn,

issued a medal designed by Jean Duvivier, to commemo-

rate Peter’s visit to the mint. (Fig. 16.) The shoulder-

length portrait of Peter the Great in profile, draped in the

magnificent ermine mantle, appears on the medal’s

obverse. On the reverse, winged Glory with trumpets flies

over a hilly landscape toward the rising sun. Latin legends

complete the solemn effect of the medal, acknowledging

Peter’s high status among European monarchs: on the

obverse, the legend reads: PETRUS ALEXIEW1TZ

TZAR MAG. RUSS. IMP.

[PETER ALEXEEVICH
GREAT TSAR RUSSIAN
EMPEROR]; on the

reverse: VIRIS ACQUIR-
IT EUNDO [ADVANC-
ING HE GROWS
FORCEFUL], Peter the

Great was acclaimed

“Emperor of All Russia” in

October 1721, after the war with

Sweden had ended. However, on this

medal, executed four years ear-

lier, he is already referred to

as the “Russian emperor.”

Though Europe was reluc-

tant to recognize Peter’s

imperial title, this medal

serves as evidence of its

gradual acceptance, par-

ticularly since it was issued

by the Paris Mint. By 1717,

Russia was winning the war

Fig. 17. Russia. Philipp Heinrich

Muller, AE medal, "Foundation of

St. Petersburg" (1703, #4 in the

Great Northern War series).

Copy by Timofei Ivanov, latter

half of the 1 8th century or later.

Diakov 18.6. (ANS 1887.7. 1,

gift of Daniel Parish, Jr.) 45 mm.

the command of B. P. Sheremetev. The reverse of the

medal commemorating this event (Fig. 14) depicts the

reclining figure of Neptune holding a trident and key and

watching a bombardment of the city; a fortress in fire and

smoke is visible in the background. The inscription in the

exergue refers to the return of the territory that once

belonged to Russia: POST ANN. XC. AB HOSTE I

RECVP . D . XII OCTOB SV I MDCCII [AFTER NINE-

TY YEARS TAKEN BACK FROM THE ENEMY. 12

OCTOBER (OLD STYLE) 1702],

In the spring of 1703, the fort Nienchanz (within the

city limits of modem St. Petersburg) in the mouth of the

Neva was seized by the Russians. Peter’s troops finally

had reached the Baltic Sea. Two enemy ships were cap-

tured in that battle, the first Russian naval victory. Here, in

May 1703, St. Petersburg was founded. Kronshlot, the

base for the Russian fleet, as well as the fortress of St.

Peter and Paul were built for the purpose of defending the

Neva delta from possible future Swedish attacks. This

event is reflected in one of the medals of Muller's series,

dedicated to the foundation of St. Petersburg and its har-

bor and shipyard. (Fig. 17.) The ANS Russian cabinet has

a later copy of this medal whose die-stamps were com-

pleted by St. Petersburg Mint engraver Timofei Ivanov in

the late eighteenth century (the medals of the Great

against Sweden, thus

validating Peter’s impe-

rial claims.

The first major victory

of the Russian army

against the Swedes in

the north was the cap-

ture of Schlusselburg in

October 1702, under
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Northern War series enjoyed a tremendous

popularity among collectors and, as a result,

old die-stamps wore out and broke quickly,

and new sets of die-stamps were cut for

replacement). The reverse of the medal

depicts Minerva and Mercury (alluding to

military successes of Russia leading to new

commercial routes via the Baltic sea) seated

on a cloud and holding a medallion with the por-

trait of Peter the Great, founder of St.

Petersburg. The fortress bearing the inscription

ST. PETERSBURG is depicted below.

Gradually, Peter began capturing one former

Russian town after another on the western bor-

der. His army also ransacked Estonia, which

had been providing Karl XII with shelter and

food supplies. In 1704, the Russians captured

Narva and Derpt and forced Karl’s troops to

retreat to Revel and Riga. The medal issued to

commemorate the victory at Narva (Fig. 18,

rev.) features a very dramatic depiction of the battle,

showing the bombardment of the city by Russian artillery

batteries, firing cannonballs toward the enemy’s fortifica-

tions.

However, despite all the military successes of the

Russian army, peasant uprisings throughout the country

caused by Peter’s relentless war effort threatened to oblit-

erate the importance of the northern victories. To expedite

his peace efforts, Peter offered Sweden several towns pre-

viously occupied by the Russian army (naturally, exclud-

ing St. Petersburg). Sweden continued to decline any

peace negotiations with Russia. The Polish king Augustus

II of Saxony had signed a separate peace treaty with

Sweden and had surrendered Poland to Karl XII, abdicat-

ing the Polish throne, which left Russia without allies.

Peter’s repeated attempts at the peaceful resolution of the

war thus failed.

The Second Phase of the

Great Northern War
After the Polish capitulation in 1706, Karl XII planned

an attack that would strike a fatal blow to Peter’s army. To

that effect, he would use an army of 16,000 men under

General Loewenhaupt, 14,000 troops under the command

of General Liebecker, and a large fleet to inflict a crush-

ing defeat on the Russians in the Baltic, then completely

destroy the Russian troops in a final battle. In response,

Peter fortified Moscow and St. Petersburg and ordered the

avoidance of any military contact with Karl XII in Poland,

in the hopes of enticing him to invade Russia. Swedish

attacks on St. Petersburg were unsuccessful, and Karl XII

relocated his army to Ukraine, relying on the promised

support of the Ukrainian Cossacks and the Turks.

However, the Russian army staged a series of preemptive

attacks, destroying food, munitions, and supplies waiting

there for the Swedes. The battle near the village of

Fig. 1 8. Russia. Philipp

Heinrich Muller, WM
medal, "Capture of

Narva" (1704, #8 in the

Great Northern War
series). Copy by Timofei

Ivanov, latter half of the

1 9th century or later.

Diakov 21.11. (ANS
1 951 .99.

1 ,
Gift of Serge

V. Glad) 45 mm.

Lesnaya, which took place on September 28,

1708, had a devastating effect on the Swedish

forces. A “Corps Volant” of 12,000 men led

by Peter the Great completely defeated the

army of the Swedish General Loewenhaupt.

The Swedes lost 9,000 people, 7,000 ammu-
nition wagons, and their belief in their own

invincibility. Peter called the Battle of Lesnaya

the mother of the victory at Poltava.” The

obverse of a silver medal from the ANS collec-

tion dedicated to the Battle of Lesnaya (Fig. 15)

(which appears to be original to Muller’s series)

bears the image of a victorious Peter the Great

on horseback, galloping over military trophies;

the head of a defeated lion beneath symbolizes

the Swedish army. The reverse features the alle-

gorical figure of Glory holding an oval shield

inscribed with a quote from Ovid, referring to

the losses sustained by the Swedes in the battle:

CAPVT I EST I A CORPORE I LONGE I OVID
[THE HEAD IS SEPARATED FROM THE BODY.
OVID], The map of the battle is seen in the background,

and its outcome is succinctly summarized in the inscrip-

tion placed in the exergue:

DEVICTO LOWENHAVPT
I CAES IS AVT CAPT
XVI . I MILL . SVEC
[LOEWENHAUPT
CONQUERED,
16,000 SWEDES
KILLED OR CAP-
TURED].
In the north, the

Russian army and navy

successfully repelled

Swedish attacks as well.

The personal medal of admiral

Fyodor Apraksin celebrates his

successful naval defense of

St. Petersburg against an

attack of the Swedish

fleet. (Fig. 19.) The

reverse of the medal

depicts a naval battle

scene with the Russian

legend [HE WHO]
GUARDS THIS DOES
NOT SLEEP, BETTER
DEATH THAN DISLOY
ALTY. Apraksin, one

Peter’s close associates

and a hero of the

Northern War, was a

connoisseur of medals

and superintendent of

the Moscow Mint. The

original dies of

Fic

anc

1 9. Russia. Solomon Gouin

Gottfried Haupt, AE person-

al medal of admiral Fyodor

Apraksin (1708). Copy by

Samoila Yudin, latter half of the

1 8th century or later. Diakov

26.2. (ANS 1887.7.2) 53 mm.
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Apraksin’s personal medal were executed by

Solomon Gouin (obverse) and Gottfried Haupt

(reverse), and were subsequently recut by a

number of eighteenth-century mint engravers.

The ANS specimen is a later copy of this

medal by Samoila Yudin.

The Battle of Poltava and the

End of the Great Northern War
Now that Karl XII was left without ammunition and

supplies and with no Ukrainian or Turkish allies to

support him, Russian troops were ready to

engage in the battle that would seal the fate of

the Swedish army. On June 27, 1709, the

Russians defeated the Swedish army in the

Battle of Poltava, thanks

to the innovative tac-

tics of the Russian

army generals who,

for the first time in

military history,

introduced the use

of redoubts in the

battlefield. The caval-

ry troops under the

command of Alexander

Menshikov attacked Swedish cavalry

and retreated under the protection

of the redoubts. The pursuing

Swedes came under fire from

the Russian artillery protected

by field fortifications. The

Swedish army, unable to repel

the multiple attacks by the

Russians, fled the battlefield

and finally capitulated. Out of

30,000 Swedish troops, over 9,000

were killed and 3,000 were

captured by the Russians. The

wounded Swedish king man-

aged to escape, but died in

battle before the end of the

war. The victory at Poltava

demonstrated the birth of a disciplined, professionally

trained Russian army capable of defending its country’s

territorial interests against one of the strongest and most

powerful European armies of the age. Two medals from

the Russian cabinet celebrating the victory in the Battle of

Poltava were issued in Europe, one by Nuremberg medal-

ist Georg Hautsch (Fig. 20) and the other by Peter Berg of

Denmark (this attribution, however, remains to be con-

firmed). (Fig. 2 1 .) The reverse of the former features Peter

the Great in the guise of St. George slaying the dragon,

whereas that of the latter depicts a finely rendered neo-

classical temple surmounted by an equestrian statue of the

tsar flanked by war trophies; below are the statues of

Fortune and Hercules with a burning altar at center. The

Fig. 21. Denmark. Peter

Berg [?], AR medal, "Battle

of Poltava," 1 709. Diakov

27.12. (ANS
0000.999.53468) 43 mm.

Fig. 20. Germany. Georg

Hautsch, AR meaal, "Battle

of Poltava," 1 709. Diakov

27.13. (ANS
0000.999.53465) 43 mm.

inscription in the exergue refers to the occasion of

the medal’s issue: OB DEVICTOS SVECOS I

AD PVLTAV. MDCCIX. I D.29 IVN. ST. V.

[IN MEMORY OF THE VICTORY OVER
THE SWEDES AT POLTAVA. 1709, 29TH

DAY OF JUNE (OLD STYLE)]. The emer-

gence of medals such as these (belonging to

the Rossica category) underscores the impor-

tance of the event they commemorate. Indeed,

the Battle of Poltava played a crucial role in the

establishment of Russia as an

influential European

power. Equally,

these two medals

can be regarded

as the acknowl-

edgement of

this event’s

political signifi-

cance beyond

Russian borders.

The victories

Lesnaya and Poltava

proved that Russia

was stronger acting

on its own behalf,

rather than in

alliance with other countries.

The political situation in

which Peter the Great found

himself after the victory at

Poltava only complicated matters and postponed the end

of the war for another twelve years. In pursuit of their own

political interests, Denmark and Saxony promptly

renewed their ties with Russia. They were followed by

Hannover and Prussia (where Augustus II assumed

power), both of which also relied on the military and naval

resources of the emerging Russian empire.

*
Despite the destruction of the Swedish army, Karl XII's

fleet was still largely intact. The military campaigns of the

latter phase of the Northern War, complicated by the

events in southern Russia, were largely confined to the

Baltic.

In the fall of 1 7 10, Turkey declared war on Russia for the

return of the Azov fortress and the removal of the Russian

navy from the Black Sea. Besieged by an enormous

Turkish army and left without the military support prom-

ised by Poland, the Russians were forced to sign the Prut

Peace Treaty of 17 1 1 and return Azov as one of its condi-

tions.

In the north, the Russian navy was more successful.

Between 1710 and 1718, Vyborg (Fig. 22, rev.), Riga, and

Revel (now Tallinn) were captured by the Russians. In

1713, Helsinki and Abo (Fig. 23, rev.) were seized by the

Russian fleet. The Swedes were forced to retreat to the

Fig. 22. Russia. Philipp

Heinrich Muller, AR
medal, "Vybarg Taken"

(1710, #15 in the Great

Northern War series).

Copy by Timofei Ivanov,

latter half of the 1 8th cen-

tury or later (ANS
1925.146.8) 49 mm.
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western border wit

Finland. The shields

bearing the names of

the captured Baltic

towns are prominently

displayed on the

reverse of the medal

from Muller’s Northern

War series. (Fig. 24, rev.)

On July 27, 1713, the

Russians won the first bril-

liant naval victory at

Gangout, where Peter

exploited the advantage of

galleys over sailing vessels Copy of Timofei Ivanov,

in calm seas, a new tactic latter half of the 1 9th cen-

dynamically rendered on a
tur7 or ^ater- D‘Q l<ov 44.5.

1715 engraving by A. Zubov.

(Fig. 25.) Soon after, the size

of the Russian fleet exceeded that of Sweden’s. In 1720,

another important naval battle was won by the Russians at

Grengam. when Russian sailors managed to board and

take by force four Swedish vessels. The medal commem-
orating this event (Fig. 26, rev.) was executed by an

unknown but most likely Russian die-sinker and was reis-

sued several times by the St. Petersburg Mint. In 1721,

Russian navy troops landed near Stockholm, which forced

Sweden to sign a peace treaty.

The peace treaty was signed in the small Finnish town of

Nystadt in 1721 . In St. Petersburg, grand celebrations with

Fig. 23. Russia. Philipp

Heinrich Muller, WM
medal, "Capture of Abo"
(1713, #24 in the Great
Northern War series).

(ANS 1951.99.2, gift of

Serge V. Glad) 46 mm.

fireworks took place to com-

memorate the long-awaited

end of the devastating war.

Until his death in 1725,

Peter the Great

would celebrate

this date as one of

the great accom-

plishments of his

reign, for not only

did it mark the

end of a lengthy

war, but it also

opened new trade

channels and

demonstrated to

Fig. 24.

Russia.

Philipp

Heinrich

Muller, AE
medal, "Russian

Victories in the Northern War" (1710,
#23 in the Great Northern War series).

Copy by Timofei Ivanov, latter half of the

1 8th century or later (ANS 1 994.22.1 2,

gift of Mark and Lottie Salton in memory
of Felix Schlessinger) 46 mm.

the world the

strength of the young Russian empire.

Memorial Medals of Peter the Great
Upon Peter’s death in 1725, his second wife and succes-

sor to the Russian throne, Catherine I (who was crowned

empress while Peter was still alive) issued an order to

strike gold and silver medals in memory of the late tsar.

(Fig. 27.) The medallic portrait of Peter the Great on the

obverse is attributed to Anton Schultz, the Danish medal-

ist who was employed at the Moscow Mint in 1724. On
the obverse, Peter is depicted in the guise of a laureated

and cuirassed Roman emperor, with a lion’s mask on the

Fig. 25. Russia. Battle at Gangout. Engraving by A. Zubov. Ink on paper, 1715.
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shoulder. The legend, in Russian, reads:

PETER THE GREAT. EMPEROR
AND AUTOCRAT OF ALL RUS-

SIA. The reverse displays an elabo-

rate allegorical composition

abounding with references to

Peter’s entire reign. The armored

figure of the emperor is shown

taken away to heaven by Eternity,

in Europe. (Fig. 28.) Glorifying Peter’s accom-

plishments, the composition of the reverse of

Dassier’s medal, quite monumental in its

conception for such a small specimen (only

thirty-nine millimeters in diameter), fea-

tures seated figures of

Neptune, pointing

to the sailing ships

in background,

and Minerva, withwho holds a serpent in her right hand;

below, a crowned female figure repre- her left hand out-

senting Russia is seated at left, with an orb stretched toward the

and scepter on a cushioned stool with attrib- view of St. Petersburg in the

utes of science, the arts, and trade beside
26 Russja UnknQwn

background; the Latin leg

her; in the background, a galley and a sail-
Russian medalist, AE medal,

end above them reads: EX

ing ship are at sea. The legend, BEHOLD "Battle at Grenqam" (1 720). UTRIQUE MAGNUS
THE STATE I HAVE LEFT YOU IN, is Copy by Mikhail Kuchkin, lat- [GLORIOUS AT SEA

adopted from the “Words on the Interment ter
|

^
^th ™[u

K
ry° r AND LAND],

of Peter the Great,” by the archbishop of
later. Diakov 56.9. (ANS

1 936.40.9, gift of David M.
Novogorod Feofan Prokopovich, presented Bu ||owa) 60 mm . The legend

at the mourning ceremony in the St. Peter Qn the obverse of this medal

and Paul Fortress in St. Petersburg. Most reads: DILIGENCE AND

likely, Prokopovich himself conceived the BRAVERY EXCEED FORCE,

design for the memorial medal reverse that

alludes to Russia’s naval supremacy and control over the

Baltic Sea gained in the war with Sweden. Two types of

ships, a sail and a galley, are featured in reference to the

victories at Gangout and Grengham. The emblems of mil-

itary might, science, and commerce appear alongside the

attributes of power, the scepter

and orb. The female personifi-

cation of Russia can also be

interpreted as the image of

empress Catherine I,

whom Peter considered

his only legitimate suc-

cessor to the throne. This

medal not only served as

an act of veneration to the

memory of the departed

ruler but also reflected the

ongoing struggle over the Russian

throne. It also marked the emer-

gence of a tradition of

memorial medals in the

ceremonial farewell to

deceased Russian emper-

ors. More

Part of the

group of

Fig. 27.

Russia.

Anton

Schultz, AE
memorial

medal of Peter

the Great (1 725).

Copy by Samoila Yudin,

latter half of the 1 8th century or later. Diakov

63.4. (ANS 0000.999.53462) 54 mm.

than a

decade after

his death, a

medal in

memory of

Peter the

Great by

Jean Dassier

was issued

Rossica

Russian

medals in the ANS col-

lection, this small

medal can serve as evi-

dence of the wider appre

ciation and veneration of Peter

the Great and his legacy. He

transformed the medieval king-

dom of Russia into a modern

empire while serving the com-

monwealth of his country. Peter

the Great redefined the concept

of power, regarding it more as a

ruler’s obligation than as a

divine right, and he used that

power to create a strong Russian

state able to excel in all the

aspects of a modem civilized

society.

Fig. 28. Switzerland.

Jean Dassier, AE memo-
rial medal of Peter the

Great. This medal was
issued during the reign

of the empress

Elizabeth, Peter's daugh-

ter, who tried to revive

the spirit of her father's

social reforms. Diakov

63.12. (ANS
0000.999.53469) 39

mm.
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Development BY GEOFF GIGLIERANO

Augustus B. Sage Society

T
he Sage Society level of membership with the

ANS continues to grow. One of the major benefits

ot participation at this level is the opportunity to

take part in activities such as the upcoming Sage

Society London Excursion. Scheduled for the week of

October 22, 2006, the trip will include behind-the-

scenes tours of the National Gallery and the numismat-

ic collection at the British Museum, visits with leading

collectors and dealers in the United Kingdom, alterna-

tive tours for spouses and significant others, and social-

izing with fellow Sage members at special receptions

and dinners. The trip is open only to individuals in the

Sage Society: for more information on becoming a

member of the ANS at this level, or for details about the

London excursion, please call (212) 571-4470, exten-

sion 1301.

Major Gifts for Multiple Purposes

O
ver the course of the last several months, various

programs at the Society have benefited from the gen-

erous support of numerous foundations and individ-

uals. Some notable examples of these gifts include a

$25,000 contribution from the Siboni Family Foundation

for the ANS publications program, $2,500 from Charles

Anderson for the Bass Library Fund, and $5,000 from

Daniel Friedenberg for the Mark M. Salton Lecture Series

Fund. Major donations have also been received to help

cover the organization’s general operating expenses:

among these were $15,000 from Sydney Martin, $10,000

from Dr. Lawrence Adams, $10,000 from George Wyper,

and $15,000 from Charles Anderson. The Society sincerely

appreciates the support of all the donors and contributors

who make it possible for the ANS to carry out its mission.

Supporting the Professional Staff

O
ne of the primary development strategies that the

ANS actively pursues is building endowments that

will help the organization maintain and expand the

professional staff that cares for the collections, carries out

research, contributes to and manages the publications pro-

gram, and works with outside scholars and academics.

These endowments generate investment income that helps

underwrite the salaries of these key individuals, which is

important, as many foundations and government granting

agencies will not provide funds that directly pay for perma-

nent staff salaries. The creation of position endowments, or

“Chairs,” is a viable alternative, especially as many of those

same funding sources that will not underwrite personnel

expenditures are more than happy to contribute, usually in

the form of matching funds, to endowments, including

those supporting staff development and retention.

Our ongoing effort to build these endowments has met

with substantial success for positions such as Librarian and

Curator of Greek Coins. In recent months, we also have

taken steps to begin building an endowment for the benefit

of the Archivist position. This spring, the Society’s staff

took on the task of applying for a grant from the NEH,
requesting a $300,000 challenge grant that would be used

to help begin the work of creating this endowment.

Completing an NEH application can be a daunting

prospect, but the staff rose to the occasion and submitted a

very strong proposal. Many of the Society’s administrative

and curatorial staff members worked very hard on the pro-

ject, and their efforts are greatly appreciated. It is currently

in the hands of the NEH reviewers, and we should hear the

results in November.

There are of course, no guarantees as to what the outcome

will be. Submitting any grant application, however strong,

is an uncertain process. Consequently, corporate and indi-

vidual contributions to the various position endowments are

also crucial. It is because of the generosity and commitment

of our trustees and members that we have made real

progress in these areas, and this remains true even as we

apply for foundation and government grants.

Perhaps there is a particular aspect of the Society’s col-

lections—such as Greek, Roman, or Islamic coins—that is

of special interest to you. Or maybe there is an element of

the Society’s operations—such as the library, the archives,

or the publications—that you believe is especially impor-

tant for the Society and the future of numismatic scholar-

ship. If so, you can make a big difference through a contri-

bution to a position endowment related to that subject or

function. If you would like to speak to us about the possi-

bilities for having a positive impact on professional staffing

issues at the ANS, please e-mail giglierano@ numismat-

ics.org or call the development office at (212) 571-4470,

extension 1304.
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Figure 1 . A
Victoria Cross

awarded to a civil-

ian, George
Chicken, for gal-

lantry during the

Indian Mutiny.

Figure 3.

Merite, m
Figure 2. Small Army
Gold Medal awarded

to Captain Francis

Scott for the Battle of

Vittoria, with clasp for

St. Sebastian, where

the recipient was a

casualty.

F
ollowing the highly successful auction of

Part 1 of the Society’s collection of World

Medals, Orders, and Decorations in May,

Part 2 is scheduled for sale in London on Wednesday

and Thursday, October 25-26. It will feature the

remaining British and German items, further

European and Near East material (including

Turkey), and a strong section of Russian orders,

medals, and badges. The final portion, Part 3, prin-

cipally comprising the Far East and South American

decorations and awards, will be sold in the spring of

2007.

In the October sale, the British medals are led by a

“blue ribbon” (i.e., Naval issue) Victoria Cross (Fig.

1 ) awarded to Mr. George Bell Chicken, for his valor

during the Indian Mutiny in 1858. A volunteer with

the Indian Naval Brigade, Chicken was one of only

five civilians ever to be honored with Britain's pre-

mier gallantry award. He did not, unfortunately, live

to receive it, as he was lost at sea in a shipwreck, and

records indicate that his VC was sent to his father in

London in March 1 862. The story does not end here,

however, since not one but two Victoria Crosses

named to Chicken survive, both of which appear to

be genuine! A possible explanation is that the origi-

nal medal was forwarded to India for presentation to

the recipient and was lost after it was realized that

Prussia, Pour Le

id-nineteenth century.

Figure 4. Russia, Order of the

Wnite Eagle, reduced-size

neck badge by Adolf Sper.

Chicken had died, making necessary the production

of a second medal to be issued to George Chicken,

Sr., in his son’s memory. The ANS example comes

from the Sanford Saltus Collection and is believed to

have been acquired by private treaty sale in London.

The October event will also include an Army Gold

Medal (Fig. 2) awarded to Captain Francis Scott (a

casualty at the Battle of San Sebastian in 1813), an

extensive run of miniature medals, a series of awards

for Lifesaving, and a particularly fine example of the

Prussian Pour Le Merite gallantry medal (Fig. 3),

perhaps better known by its nickname, the "Blue

Max.” Strong pre-sale attention has already been

shown in the Russian orders to be offered, several of

which were featured in the spring edition of this

magazine. One of the most appealing specialist

pieces in this section is a reduced-size badge (for

neck wear) of the Order of the White Eagle (Fig. 4),

made by Adolf Sper, an outstanding craftsman of

Swedish origin who worked in St. Petersburg circa

1850 and whose pieces are excessively rare.

Further information can be obtained from the auc-

tioneers: Morton & Eden Ltd., 45 Maddox Street,

London, W1S 2PE, United Kingdom. Telephone:

+44 207 493 5344, Fax: +44 207 495 6325. E-mail:

info@mortonandeden.com. Web site: www.morto-

nandeden.com. ftliflJ

;gfmi
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ANS Fall Calendar 1

I Wednesday, September 1

3

Monthly Numismatic Conversations: "Evolving Honors: Military Decorations

During America's Growth as a World Power," presented by Geoff Giglierano

|

Thursday October 1

2

Krause-Mishler Forum: "The Story of Swedish Money from 1 523 to 2006,"

presented by Ian Wisehn

Wednesday October 1

8

Monthly Numismatic Conversations (TBA)

Friday October 20 John Kroll Book Presentation

Saturday October 2

1

1 49th Annual Meeting

Friday November 1

0

The Archer M. Huntington Award presented to Dr Philip Mossman and

The Margaret Thompson Memorial Lecture 1

Saturday November 1 1 The Stack Family Coinage of the Americas Conference: “Newby’s St. Patrick

Coinage”

~ Please consult the website for updates at http://www.numismatics.org/about/2006calendarhtm ~

The American Numismatic Society’s

One Hundred and Forty Ninth
Annual Meeting

Saturday, October 21, 3:00 pm
At the ANS, 1 40 William St., New York City

Reports by the President, Treasurer and staff

Election of Fellows will be held

New acquisitions on view

Reception to follow



A Treasure Worthy to Be Known

The Coin Cabinet of the

Musee Conde
By Donatien Grau

Translated from the French and edited by Oliver D. Hoover

Who can deny that Henri d’Orleans, due

d’Aumale (1822-1897) (Fig. 1) was a

great collector? Or that in his choice of

each object, he had exquisite taste?

No one. If one thinks that the mas

terpieces preserved at the

chateau de Chantilly (Figs. 2-3)

are the drawings, paintings

(Fig. 4), books (Fig. 5), and

even the antiques, one could

not disagree. However, the

numismatic collection of the

Musee Conde is often forgot-

ten. The vast majority of this

collection was assembled by the

due d’Aumale himself, and, as

such, can offer a profound insight

into the character of the man and his

preferences. The collection is unjustly

underrated, in part because in comparison with

other forms of art and archaeologi-

cal material, numismatic objects

are not as popular and seem less

interesting to the general public.

There are no fewer than 4,000 coins in the collection: 251

gold, 2,324 silver, and 1,425 bronzes. Several studies have

been made of the contents of the coin cabinet, not the least

of which resulted in the catalogue produced in the 1960s

by the French numismatist M. Jean Babelon, while serv-

ing as Conservateur en Chef du Cabinet des Monnaie et

Medailles de la Bibliotheque Nationale de France. This

work is remarkable in many ways, but some attributions

have changed in the meantime. In 1991, the Conservateurs

du Cabinet de la Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Cecile

Morrisson, Sylvie de Turckeim-Pey, Michel Amandry,

Michel Dhenin, and Francis Thierry, at the instigation of

Turckheim-Pey and Robert Etienne (Universite Michel de

Montaigne-Bordeaux III), produced a catalogue of sixty-

three coins and sixty-eight medals in gold for Le Musee

Fig. 1 . Medal of Henri

J.C. Chaplain, 1 887.

Conde 40 (May 1991). However, the Cabinet

numismatique du Musee Conde still is not

known in its entirety. It is poorly known

to the general public, which is more

easily attracted by unique works of

art than by reproducible objects

created through the use of tech-

nology. It is also poorly known

to researchers, who do not real-

ize that it is one of the most

important numismatic collec-

tions in France. Lastly, it is

poorly known to those interested

in and intrigued by the character

of the due d’Aumale.

Unfortunately, we have very few

contemporary documents that men-

tion the coins. It is our hope that in the

following pages we will help to expand the

knowledge of this important collection and

show that it offers many points of

d'Orleans, due d'Aumale, by interest from both the historical per-

© Andre Pelle, Musee Conde spective and concerning the due

d'Aumale himself.

The history of the collection is very enigmatic, and the

determination of its origins can only be made through con-

jecture. Some specimens appear to be connected to known

finds. For example, among the Roman coins, a group of

six gold aurei of Tiberius (AD 14-37) of the same type,

and five aurei of Vespasian (AD 69-79) and his son Titus

(AD 79-81) (Fig. 6) have a probable hoard provenance

(Lefebure et al. 1991, 8). Likewise, a brass sestertius of

Marcus Aurelius (Babelon, 1143; RIC 977) remains

encrusted with earth. It is tempting to think that the gold

coins may have come from the excavations organized at

an ancient tavern in Pompeii by Ferdinand II, king of

Naples and the Two Sicilies, for the due d’Aumale in

November 1843 (Cazelles 1998, 96-97). The twelve coins

are dated from AD 14 to 75 and were in circulation before
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Fig. 2. Aerial view of the Chateau de Chantilly. © Olivier Roux, Musee Conde

the eruption of Mount Vesuvius on August 24, AD 79. The

coins of Tiberius are worn, whereas those of Vespasian and

Titus are in better condition, although they too appear to have

seen some circulation. Origine des antiques (NA 40-2) cites

several pieces—but no coins—in its report on the expedition,

but goes on to say that “all of the other objects, bronzes, glass,

pottery and diverse objects were found in a house excavated at

Pompeii by the due d'Aumale, with the possible exception of

some small finds from the old excavation of Herculaneum.”

One wonders whether the “other objects” of Pompeii or the

“small finds” of Herculaneum might have had a numismatic

character. According to an inventory of 1897, some much later

pieces were found at the site of Chantilly, including seven sil-

ver coins and an ecu d’or of Henri III of France (1574-1589),

relating to the period when the site was owned by Francis and

then by Henri de Montmorency (see Lefebure et al. 1991, 3).

Another possibility is that the coins were given as gifts to the

due d’Aumale. Perhaps some ancient coins found in excava-

tions were given to him in order to obtain his support. The for-

eign coins (principally of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, as well as some earlier issues of Germany, Saxony, the

Palatinate, the German ecclesiastical and lay princes [Fig. 7],

Bavaria, Westphalia, Hungary, the Free Cities, Prussia,

Wiirttemberg, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark,

Greece, Russia, Poland, Italy including the Papal States, and

Fig. 4. The Galerie de Peinture of the Musee Conde,

Chateau de Chantilly. © Giraudon

England) were, according to A. Lefebure, offered to Henri

de Bourbon-Orleans by the allies of his family (Lefebure

et al. 1991, 3). However, while this explanation is reason-

able for a large number of the coins, it cannot explain

them all. Forty-five out of 563 foreign coins have origins

outside of Europe. Some are from Columbia, Mexico, and

the United States, while still others come from Turkey and

Arabia.
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A third explana-

tion is also possi-

ble, namely that

the due d'Aumale

purchased the

coins that make

up his collection.

A. Lefebure

thought that the

Greek, Roman,

and Byzantine

coins, as well as

the old foreign

coins, came from

the collection of

his father-in-law,

the prince of

Salerno, which he

had purchased in

1 854, and that the

due himself

assembled the

medals preserved at Chantilly (Lefebure et al.

1991, 3). Some specimens do not belong to

this group and appear to have been acquired

through other means. Some of the Greek

coins, like a gold stater of Philip III

Arrhidaeus (Fig. 9), may have been pur-

chased individually. Other evidence seems

to corroborate the hypothesis of separate

acquisitions. There is a receipt for payment to

Rollin and Feuardent, dated May 30, 1882.

The architect Daumet, who was inter alia

an agent of the due, bought for the collec-

tion three Greek vases in bronze. The evi-

dence for this sale permits us to suspect

that there may have been other purchases

(Cazelles 1998, 193-195). Rollin

Fig. 6. Gold aureus of <irid Feuardent were the two prin-

Titus Caesar, Rome, cipal coin dealers of the period,

Fig. 3. The Chateau de Chantilly. © Andre Pelle, Musee Conde

AD 74.

operating their “House of

Antiquities.” They are

chiefly remembered for

selling prestigious coin

collections such as that

of the vicomte de Ponton

d'Amecourt in 1887 or

that of Henri Montagu in

1896, but not for their

antiquarian activities.

Fig. 5. The Cabinet des

Livres of the Musee

Conde, Chateau de

Chantilly

© Giraudon.

That the due

d’Aumale bought

coins from them

either directly or

indirectly seems

neither impossible

nor improbable.

The absence of a

paper trail for any

coins purchased

from Rollin and

Feuaredent may

be explained by

their lesser value.

The Greek vases,

for which we have

the receipt, sold

for 20,000 francs

(in the period, a

little less than

4,000 U.S. dol-

lars).

The origins of the coin cabinet of Chantilly are very

complex. Doubtless all three possibilities presented here

were in operation to produce the collection of the due

d’Aumale as we know it. As for the coins, there are many

reasons why they should be considered a treasure worthy

to be known. First of all, there are a number of exception-

al specimens present. For example, an antoninianus (a

Roman denomination of the third century AD) of Probus

(AD 276-282) has a rare obverse type of extraordinary

artistic quality (Babelon, 1345; RIC 811). The left facing

imperial bust is nude, wears a helmet, and carries a spear

in the right hand and a shield with the left. Probus has

been cast as a hero and made into a ruler with superhuman

qualities. This type of representation, designed to express

the power of the emperor, was particularly suited to the

period of troubles in which it was produced, as it gave the

impression of security. A sestertius of Titus struck to com-

memorate the apotheosis of his father Vespasian (Babelon,

992; RIC 144) also stands

out among the Roman

coins. This piece is

remarkable for its excel-

lent preservation, rarity,

and the typology of the

divinized emperor (or a

statue representing him)

holding Victory and rid-

ing in a quadriga of ele-

phants. This image was

only used for this series

and for a coinage struck

by Tiberius to commemo-

rate the consecration of

Augustus (see RIC 56.

62, 68).
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Fig. 7. Gold two

ducats of Johann

Jacob Khun von

Belasi, Archbishop

of Salzburg,

1570.

However, the Roman imperial period is not the only one
illustrated by remarkable specimens. For the Byzantine

period, the collection includes, among others, a gold

solidus ot Phocas (602-610) that is one of only four

examples known (Lefebure et al. 1991, 12-13,

no. 72). It bears a facing bust of the emper-

or wearing consular robes, holding in his

left hand a cross and in his right a

mappa (a piece of cloth used to signal

the beginning of chariot races in the

circus). The representation of the

emperor as consul can be traced directly

to ancient Rome, which Constantinople

superseded. Also notable in the Byzantine

collection is a tremissis (a third of a gold

solidus) of Justinian II (705-711),

which carries a portrait of the emperor

wearing a chlamys and on the reverse a

cross-potent. This is only the second

specimen known (Lefebure et al.

1991, 13, no. 76). Two gold augustales

of the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick

II von Hohenstaufen (1197-1250)

struck at Brindisi after 1231 (Fig. 8)

represent important rare coins of the

medieval period (Lefebure et al. 1991,

21, nos. 146-147). The prestigious augustale series was

struck in part to illustrate the sensitivity of the Emperor to

the ancient Roman past.

The greatest pride of the collection is neither Roman, nor

Byzantine, nor even medieval, but rather Greek (Lefebure

et al. 1991, 7, no. 28). The coin in question (Fig. 9) is a

part of a series of Macedonian gold staters with the types

of Philip II, the adversary of

Demosthenes and the friend of

Aeschines. The coin was struck

posthumously at Colophon in Lydia

between 323 and 316 BC, during

the reign of Philip III Arrhidaeus,

the brother of Alexander the Great. It

bears on the obverse a right-facing lau-

reate head of Apollo and on the reverse

a galloping biga with the inscription

OlAinnOY (“[money] of Philip”). A
spearhead appears in the exergue

and a caduceus and a star of eight

rays in the field. Until now, this stater

has been unpublished. It is the only

specimen known with this combination

of control marks. The combination is

particularly interesting, as it associates

divine symbols with military emblems.

The star and caduceus are attributes of

Hermes, while the spearhead may vague-

ly allude to the Macedonian empire in

Asia, which was considered to be the

possession of the Macedonian king

Fig 8. Gold
augustale of

the Holy

Roman
Emperor

Friedrich II von

Hohenstaufen,

Brindisi,

1231-1250.

through right of conquest. Literally speaking, it was
“spear-won land.” This coin represents the achievement of

the primordial dream of Hellas: the establishment of

Greek civilization in Asia, which resulted in a double

acculturation and a double enrichment of Asia through

Greece and of Greece through Asia. The stater is also of

great interest for its aesthetic order. The head of Apollo

that appears on the obverse is very finely engraved and

expresses a great serenity. It is a perfect example of Greek
art in the greatness of its purity and splendor, representing

a bridge between the Classical and Hellenistic styles,

between hieratism and expressivity. The god is shown
here in all his magnificence, like the Apollonian form

defined by Friedrich Nietzsche in Die Geburt der

Tragodie aus deni Geiste der Musik as comprising meas-

ure, completion, and majestic plasticism. Thus certain

coins are exceptional for their historical interest, rarity,

and aesthetics.

Historically speaking, the coin cabinet of Chantilly is

immensely valuable. It constitutes a unique example of

the collection of a nineteenth-century humanist that has

remained complete. Many areas of the collection express

the humanist tendency, like the impassioned interest

brought to the Greek coins (numbering 849) and to the

Roman coins (1,448). With respect to the latter, certain

groups are typical of the humanist spirit. The due

d’Aumale possessed sixteen bronzes of Nero (see

Babelon, 941, 942, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 952, 953, 954,

956; RIC 264, 269, 284, 289, 300, 306),

representing all of the most important

emissions (with the types of Roma,

the temple of Janus, Victoria, etc.).

The due’s interest in Neronian

coinage stemmed from his erudite

reading of the works of Tacitus and

Suetonius and his fascination with the fact

that the man depicted as a depraved

monster by these authors could also

be an aesthete responsible for some

of the most beautiful coins in numis-

matic history. Another Tacitean and

Suetonian bete noire, Caligula, also

has a place in the collection in a bronze

as (Babelon, 921; RIC 38), the artistic

quality of which is equal to its stellar

state of preservation. It seems reason-

able to think that this coin was chosen

largely because of its attractive appear-

ance. Another feature of the collection is the relative dis-

regard for the state of preservation of individual coins,

except for a few notable exceptions. This is in keeping

with the spirit of the age, which considered the assembly

of a “portrait gallery” to be the paramount goal of coin

collecting. The state of preservation was of only second-

ary importance. Nevertheless, as we have seen, there are

several examples of impressively well-preserved coins in

the collection, such as the Philip III stater.

Fig. 9. Gold

stater of Philip III

Arrhidaeus, ca.

320 BC.
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The true richness of the coin cabinet of the

Musee Conde lies in the fact that while it

approaches the humanist model, it also

breaks with custom to some degree. The

due d'Aumale collected the coins and

medals of his family (Lefebure et al. 1991,

nos. 1-52, 58-64, 67-69, 77-78), the

Habsburgs (Fig. 10) and Bourbons of Spain

and Naples, back to Saint Louis, his ancestor

through Robert de Clermont, and at last

through his father, Louis-Philippe d'Orleans,

French king from 1830 to 1848. Other collectors

lacked such ancestors, and therefore did not take

this approach to collecting. But it is something

else that greatly differentiates the well-known

treasures of Chantilly from the numismatic

collection assembled by the due d'Aumale.

The latter also included coins of the late

Roman Empire (generally the third and

fourth centuries), including issues from

Probus to Aurelian, a few of Elagabalus, as

well as the Empress Helena and Constantine

the Great. In the nineteenth century, few col-

lectors paid much attention to the issues of these

rulers except for their aurei, solidi, and gold medal-

lions. In the due’s day, this period was often

referred to by the pejorative term “Low Empire.”

in contrast to the “High Empire,” with its conno-

tations of the political, economic, and cultural

glories of Rome. However, today we know that

this is a false understanding created through the distortion
\

of certain texts. More than a fourth of the Roman collec-

tion is formed from coins of the “Low Empire,” including

only a single specimen (a 20-solidi multiple of •

Constantine I) in gold (Lefebure et al. 1991, no. 43; RIC

164). (Fig. 11.) The remainder is made up of coins struck •

in bronze or billon. The due d’Aumale was a visionary in :

his time, for he was one of the first collectors to recognize •

the importance of these unassuming coins, which today

are common elements in public and private collections.
j

The numismatic collection of the Musee Conde is truly

a treasure worthy to be known in itself and for itself, for
\

its historicity, its particularity, and especially for its coins. j

It is also a treasure worthy to be known for those who

wish a deeper insight into the man, the warlike prince, the j

humanist warrior, and writer who assembled the collec-

tion. What can we learn of the character of Henri •

d'Orleans, due d’Aumale, from the coins he collected? :

First of all, it is clear that the love of his family mattered
j

very much to him and that this translated into the coins :

and medals that he acquired. The Bourbons always had a

strong sense of family and dynastic relationships, and the j

feelings of the due were terribly tested. His elder son, the

prince de Conde, died on May 24, 1866; his daughter,
j

Marie-Caroline de Bourbon-Naples, on December 6,

1869; and his younger son, the due de Guise, on July 25, •

1872 (Cazelles 1998, 278-281, 341-343). These personal :
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tragedies inspired in the due d’Aumale a

passion for collecting anything connected

to his family, from the closest (sixty-five

Spanish coins) to the most distant

(seven coins of Wittelsbach in the

duchy, later the kingdom, of Bavaria).

Somewhat obliquely, he also commem-

orated the great deeds of his father,

Louis-Philippe, by collecting coins and

medals of Napoleon Bonaparte and his

family. He even possessed a medal of Jerome

Napoleon as king of Westphalia. It was Louis-

Philippe who repatriated the remains of

Napoleon and had them interred in the Hotel

des Invalides. He was the first French

monarch to recognize the importance of

the Napoleonic heritage of his country.

Among the gold medals in the collec-

tion there is a specimen of Louis-

Philippe bearing on the obverse a stat-

ue of Bonaparte between two military

attributes, and on the reverse the inscrip-

tion: LA STATUE DE NAPOLEON
RETABLIE SUR LA COLONNE DE LA

GRANDE ARME PAR LOUIS PHILIPPE I 28

JULLIETT 1833 in eight lines (Lefebure et al.

1991, no. 63). Honor is explicitly given to

Napoleon, but implicitly to the due’s father Louis-

Philippe, who accepted the imperial past of

France. It is as a member of the family that the

gold medals (Lefebure et al. 1991, nos. 55-57) in the cab-

inet of the due d'Aumale render homage to Napoleon. All

three relate to Napoleon’s marriage to Marie-Louise von

Habsburg, the archduchess of Austria, in 1810, and were

struck to commemorate this occasion. It is the connection

of the Bonaparte dynasty to the family of hereditary

European sovereigns that was celebrated on the medals,

and it was because of this integration that the due

d’Aumale saw fit to include medals of Napoleon

Bonaparte. As diverse branches of the same great family,

he collected marriage and coronation medals, in particular

those commemorating the union of Franz I of Austria and

Caroline Charlotte of Wittelsbach in 1816 (Lefebure et al.

1991, nos. 23-26). Whether these medals and coins were

given to the due d'Aumale, as has been suggested, and he

carefully preserved them, or whether he sought them out

on his own makes no difference to the familial motive that

underlies their inclusion in the collection.

The numismatic collection also illustrates the remark-

able eclecticism of the due d'Aumale, because the coins

expand the whole of the fields explored by the Conde

museum. The drawings are enjoyed, the pages of the

books are turned, paintings are admired. But what of the

coins? With respect to art, the aristocrat of Chantilly had a

taste for the works of Raphael, Delacroix, Poussin.

Sassetta, Fra Angelico, and the Limbourg brothers. (Fig.

12.) But what of Apollo? What of the numerous talented

MATIC SOCIETY

Fig. 10. Silver medal of

Friedrich von Habsburg,

Archduke of Austria,

by Saidau, 1 840.
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artists who produced the medals in the

collection, such as Nicholas-Pierre Tiolier

or Friedrich Wilhelm Loos (Lefebure et al.

1991, no. 43), famous sculptors and

engravers of the nineteenth century? They

also form part of the eclecticism of the due

d’Aumale, which is present in the collec-

tion at large. Instead of centering interest

on antiquity, as was then the custom

among the esthetes, the collection culti-

vates multiplicity: a multiplic-

ity of antiquities from

Greece and from Rome,

a multiplicity of

Renaissance and early

Modern artworks by

Italian, Dutch, Belgian,

Spanish, and German mas-

ters, and a multiplicity of

coins in gold and silver.

A multiplicity of cul-

tures is also represent-

ed, including nine

Islamic gold coins

(Lefebure et al. 1991, nos. 165-173) of

the Fatimid dynasty of Egypt, the

Aghlabids of North Africa, and the

Ottoman Empire. The eclecticism of

periods ranges from the fifth century

BC for certain coins of Sicily (Fig. 13)

to AD 1887 for a medal (Lefebure et al. 1991, no. 66). The

eclecticism is that of a man who had a taste for Fromentin

as much as for Memling, for Giorgione as much as for

Daubigny, and for Apollo as much as for Tiolier.

The due d'Aumale had a multiplicity of collecting areas,

ranging from books to drawings, antiquities, and coins. He

turned toward Greek and Roman culture by means of the

coins (more than half of the collection), choosing beauti-

ful pieces (the Philip III stater), representatives of a peri-

od (issues of the late Roman Empire), as well as material

with appeal to his humanistic studies (the homogeneous

group of Neronian bronzes). However, even if these were

part of the collection of Salerno, the eclecticism must still

be attributed to the collection of the due, since he retained

them for his own collection when he could have resold

them, as he did other objects from the Salerno collection

in 1857 (Cazelles 1998, 195). The fact that he kept these

pieces for himself indicates that he attached a certain

importance to them. This is supported by their prominent

display among the objets d’art in cabinets of gems and

antiquities. The taste for numismatics was typical of

Renaissance humanists. Their “cabinets of curiosities”

were also coin cabinets, and each prince had his coins in

the cabinet, continuing the renewed taste for antiquity.

The house of Este in Ferrara even went so far as to care-

fully mark its specimens with the heraldic alerion blazon,
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Fig. 1 2. Miniature from the Tres Riches

Heures du Due de Berry by the

Limbourg Brothers, ca. 1410.

Fig. 1 3. Silver

tetradrachm

of Leonti ni

(Sicily), ca.

465 BC.

Fig 11. Gold 20-

solidi medallion

of Constantine

the Great,

Treveri, AD 315.

while Cosimo de’ Medici included a

Cabinet of Curiosities in the Palazzo

Vecchio of Florence. The number of exam-

ples of this phenomenon may
be multiplied. Originall>

the study of numismatics

was a prerogative of

humanist princes and

therefore it is fitting that

the due d’Aumale, a latter-

day humanist prince in 1

own right, also should have

had an interest in coins.

The coin cabinet of the

due d’Aumale in the
|

Musee Conde is truly a

treasure worthy to be

known, although develop-

ing general interest in its

contents seems a difficult

task, for few are the indi-

viduals who care about

such objects. The coins

that make it up are in themselves repre-

sentatives of history and art, the sensitivities of human

beings who have fulfilled the spans of their lives, the

traces and almost intangible marks that remain of a great

man, an esthete, a prince, a writer, and a warrior, who

entered into eternity through the gate of combat and went

out through that of knowledge, the knowledge of human-

ism and numismatics. Marcel Proust, in Sodome et

Gomorrhe (II, 2) mentioned the collections, writing, “M.

Degas agrees that he knows nothing more beautiful than

the paintings by Poussin at Chantilly. —I don’t know the

ones at Chantilly, Mme de Cambremer said to me.” The

works of Poussin were worthy to be known, and they are

known. The coins and medals are equally worthy to be

known. We hope that they will become known. EH3
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James H. Schwartz

1932-2006
By Peter van Alfen

A NS Trustee Prof. James

(‘Jimmy’) H. Schwartz

passed away on March 13,

2006, due to complications from

leukemia. A longtime member and

supporter of the ANS, Jimmy, together

with his first wife, Frances, always

showed great concern about the future

of the Society, serving on various

committees, volunteering time, raising

and donating funds, and voicing

strong opinions about the future direc-

tion and management of the ANS.

When Frances died of leukemia in

1984, Jimmy helped establish a

memorial fellowship fund in her

name, which has since allowed dozens of

local graduate and undergraduate students

to gain unparalleled experience working with the ANS
collections. Jimmy’s main focus was the academic

integrity of the institution. He cared about the entire

staff, from the guards to the curators. When a few years

ago the ANS encountered serious financial difficulties

and had to severely cut its staff, it was Jimmy who stood

up for the staff, fighting a hard battle. It was typical for

him that he donated—right in the midst of this debate

—

a large endowment fund to the ANS. This fund now sup-

ports ANS curatorial activities. In recognition of his

service to the ANS, Jimmy was elected to the Board of

Trustees in 2002, where he showed a remarkable gift for

fundraising while continuing his strong support of the

academic activities of the ANS.

Jimmy’s numismatic interests were broad, as can be

seen in the collection of material he donated to the ANS
in 2004 (accession numbers 2004.14.1-238), but gener-

ally centered on the Greco-Roman periods. In recent

years, he focused his collecting and research interests on

North African Vandalic issues from the fifth century AD,

hoping to continue his study of this little-appreciated

coinage and following up on his 1982 article in ANS

Museum Notes. His other numismatic publications

reflect his broad interests as well as his service to the

ANS. Having discovered a cache of unpublished gems in

the Greek and Roman cabinets, Jimmy and Frances took

it upon themselves to publish the col-

lection in a series of articles in the ANS
Museum Notes!American Journal of

Numismatics , the first of which was

completed in 1979. After Frances’

death, Jimmy continued the project

with additional articles appearing in

1999 and 2002; his most recent article

will appear posthumously in AJN 18

later this year.

His contributions to numismatics,

however, pale in comparison to his

greater contributions to the field of neu-

robiology. Following the completion of

his medical degree at New York

University (1959) and his PhD at

Rockefeller University (1964), Jimmy

served as professor of microbiology at

NYU until joining the faculty at Columbia University

(his undergraduate alma mater) in 1974, where he helped

to establish the Center for Neurobiology and Behavior.

As part of an influential Columbia team studying the bio-

chemical basis of leaning and memory, Jimmy, together

with Dr. Eric R. Kandel (Nobel Prize for Physiology and

Medicine in 2000) and Thomas M. Jessel, edited the stan-

dard textbook Principles of Neural Science (1979),

which is about to appear in its fifth edition. In addition,

Jimmy was the author or coauthor of nearly three hun-

dred articles, chapters, reviews, and abstracts.

The proximity of the ANS’s old home in Washington

Heights to Jimmy’s office at Columbia meant that Jimmy

was a frequent visitor and lunchtime companion for the

ANS staff. With the move to Fulton Street making such

meetings more difficult, Jimmy’s rarer visits were that

much more appreciated. The realization that we can no

longer enjoy his quiet charm and wit deeply saddens the

ANS staff.

A lifelong resident of Manhattan, Jimmy’s love of the

city was perhaps challenged only by his appreciation for

the Hamptons, where he and his wife, Dr. Catherine

Lipkin, spent most weekends. Jimmy is also survived by

his two children Daisy Salzman and Peter, his stepson

Jonathan Lipkin, and five grandchildren. UJEH
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6:30 pm Lecture and Presentation

at the ANS, 140 William St., New York City



Current Cabinet activities by robert

Ongoing Researches and Inquiries

M
any people travel :

considerable dis- :

tances to study mate- :

rials in the ANS cab- :

inet. Other visitors :

have only to visit our Web site at :

www.numismatics.org or contact us :

by letter, telephone, or e-mail to sat- :

isfy their numismatic curiosities. :

Serving our membership and the pub-
j

lie, the curatorial staff of the
j

American Numismatic Society i

remains fully committed to (and thus
j

very largely occupied with) provid- :

ing access to the cabinet for all kinds :

of inquiries. We are always offering :

assistance concerning items in the :

collection, both on site and, via out- :

reach consultation, to those unable to :

visit our facilities themselves, and we
j

routinely answer all sorts of ques-
j

tions concerning not only specimens :

in the cabinet but any other numis- :

matic materials to which ANS items :

might relate. Along with these activi- :

ties, of course, the staff is always :

busy providing photographic ser-
j

vices, whether for study, comparison, :

documentation, or publication— or :

just plain appreciation of these small :

but important pieces of civilization.

Those modest photo order and use :

fees enable us to continue adding •

images to our unsurpassed online
|

database catalog; they also help cover
j

a little bit of the cost of access and •

consultation, which are provided free :

of charge. One reason why I like to :

make mention of some of the people
j

conducting their research with our
j

collections and using images of
j

pieces in the cabinet is so that readers •

may appreciate those who are con-
;

tributing to make the collections
|

available to you, “online.” I think it is
|

very worthwhile, too, for you to catch
|

A M E R

a glimpse of how fascinating and :

informative so many of these items •

are. •

In conjunction both with visitations •

by researchers and with our regular •

work to supply information and j

images, a constant effort is underway j

to expand and upgrade the catalog •

descriptions of items in the cabinet j

and improve their organization and i

arrangement. As I have sometimes •

pointed out previously, what we learn •

at the instigation of others can be j

very helpful and is sometimes partic- :

ularly noteworthy. This month, I will •

review several typical, recent exam- •

pies of activities involving the vari- j

ous departments and some of their j

respective photo orders. In terms of •

making additions and corrections to •

the existing records and descriptions •

of items, the greatest improvement j

recently has probably been in our j

Latin American department. But this j

section has seen so much progress— •

thanks to the expert knowledge and j

keen eye of Mike Dunigan, the j

prominent Spanish colonial specialist j

from Texas, who visited us along j

with Richard Tailleferd— that I must j

reserve my report for our next issue •

of the ANS Magazine. So for our •

Winter 2006 number, expect to go •

“south of the border” with me in the •

Society’s cabinet! j

Ancient World
The ongoing popularity of classical

;

studies in numismatics is reflected by •

the interest shown by many of our
j

visitors and inquiries. Fabrice •

Delrieux requested an image of a fine :

and very rare hemidrachm of :

Hydisos, in Caria, for the article “Les
j

monnaies hellenistiques et romaines
;

d’ Hydisos en Carie,” in Melange en
|
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Fig. 1 . Caria, Hydisos (ca. 100 BC).

AR hemidrachm. Obv. Head of Zeus

Areios r., wearing Corinthian helmet.

Rev. fulmen.

(ANS 1987.14.1, purchase) 14.6 mm.

honneur de Pierre Debord. (Fig. 1.)

For the Newseum, Karen Wyatt

sought images of a gold stater of

Philip II, of Macedon, from the mint

of Amphipolis (Fig. 2); and Christine

Buese ordered images of coins relat-

Fig. 2. Macedonian Kingdom, Philip II

(359-336 BC). AV stater, Amphipolis

mint, cantharus symbol. Le Rider 254b.

(ANS 1944.100.12210, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 1 9 mm+.

ing to ancient Athens for the second

edition of the Pearson-Longman col-

lege textbook entitled The West:

Fig. 3. Attica, Athens (ca. 449 BC). AR
tetrad rachm.

(ANS 1944.100.24172, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 25 mm+.

Encounters and Transformations.

(Fig. 3.) John F. Cherry, of the Kelsey

Museum at the University of

Michigan, required images of a

splendid tetradrachm of Ptolemy I. of

Egypt, featuring a portrait of

E T Y
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orAlexander the Great as a god, for the

chapter on "Classical Archaeology”

in Blackwell Studies in Global

Archaeology. (Fig. 4.)

Among recent visiting researchers

Fig. 4. Ptolemaic Kingdom of Egypt,

Ptolemy I (ca. 314-310 BC). AR
tetradrachm, Attic weight. Obv. portrait of

Alexander deified, r., wearing elephant's

scalp. Rev. Athena Alkidemos r.

(ANS 1 944. 1 00.75470, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 27 mm+.

who specialize in studies involving

specimens from ancient Greece and

Rome was Christof Boehringer, of

the Archaeologisches Institut der

Universitat, in Gottingen, Germany,

who was studying Sicilian silver; he

worked with and identified some

pieces in the large ANS collection of

plaster casts. Another visiting scholar

with a large study project was

Georges Aboudiwan, of the

Sorbonne, who is developing a cor-

pus of the ancient post-Seleucid coins

of the city-state of Sidon, in

Phoenicia. (Fig. 5.) Madhuvanti

Ghose, of the School of Oriental and

African Studies at the University of

Fig. 5. Sidon, Phoenicia, autonomous

issue (76-75 BC). AE. Obv. accolate

heads of Tyche and Zeus r. Rev. Galley

traveling I., with stem curving in volute,

decorated with aplustrum; above,

three-line Greek inscription; date, year

36 (of the Sidonian era). BMC 1 40;

Rouvier 1412.

(ANS 1 944. 1 00.71 527, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 22 mm.

London, ordered images of an eastern

Greek issue, a tetradrachm of the

Indo-Greek king Plato, probably

emanating from what is today

Afghanistan

Pakistan (Fig. 6);

her work con-

cerns early

Indian cult image

iconography,
focusing on that of

Helios Surya. Valerie V.

Sergeenkova, of the

Harvard University

Fig. 6. Indo-Greek

Kingdom, Plato

(ca. 150-149 BC).

AR tetradrachm.

Obv. hel meted head

of king r. Rev. Helios

in quadriga r., radiate,

clad in chiton and chlamys. SNG-ANS
631.

(ANS 1 995.51 .88, gift of Harry W.
Fowler) 32.5 mm.

Classics Department, ordered photos

of an Amphipolis-mint distater of

Alexander the Great for an article to

appear in the Quaderni ticinesi di

numismatica e antichitd. (Fig. 7.)

Our collection of Roman coins

always attracts notice. Dr. Lea

Stirling, Associate Professor in the

Canada Research Chair in Roman

Livia. (Fig. 8.) Rachel Kousser, of the

Art Department of Brooklyn College,

New York, who was looking partic-

ularly at some Roman issues featur-

ing representations of Victory while

visiting and studying in the coin

room recently, ordered a number of

images, including several fetching

examples representing the goddess

draped only from the hips down,

inscribing a victory shield. (Figs. 9,

10.) Karen Wyatt, of the Newseum,

ordered images of an example of the

Fig. 9. Roman Empire, M. Aurelius

(AD 165-166). AV aureus, Rome mint.

Obv. half-nude Victory inscribing

VIC/AVG on shield supported by palm

tree. RIC 88.

(ANS 1944.100.49070, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 19 mm.

Fig. 7. Macedonian Kingdom,

Alexander III (ca. 330-320 BC). AV
distater, Macedonian (Amphipolis?)

mint, fulmen symbol. Price 163.

(ANS 1977.158.101, bequest of

Robert F. Kelley) 21 .5 mm.

Archaeology in the

Department of

Classics at the

University of

Winnipeg,
requested several

images, among them

an issue of Tiberius and

Fig. 8. Roman Empire,

Tiberius and Livia (AD

1 6-21 ). AE as, Thapsus

mint, in Byzacene (North

Africa). RPC 797
(ANS 1984.66.424, gift of

Abraham A. Rosen) 28 mm.

Fig. 10. Roman Empire, Maxentius

(AD 309-312). AE ? nummus, Ostia

mint, officina 2. Obv. head of emperor

laureate I. Rev. Victory half-nude

Victory, inscribing VOT XX/FEL on

shield supported on cippus; bound

captive sta. I. RIC 62.

(ANS 1948.79.208, accession infor-

mation incomplete) 20.3 mm.

famous Judaea Capta issue (Fig. 1 1 ),

while Marehel Thibaut, from France,

requested images of an unusual

antoninianus of Philip "the Arab"—

probably from the mint of

Viminacium. (Fig. 12.)

Our splendid collection of

Byzantine coinages has not been

overlooked by researchers. Irving

Lavin, of the Institute for Advanced

Studies at Princeton University,

requested images of a number of

issues in connection with his

interests. (Figs. 13, 14, 15.)

Scholars from a number of

museums made their way to the

ANS coin room for consulting,

research, arranging loans, or lectur-
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ing. Among our col-

leagues from

other museums

with whom we

recently worked

regarding classi-

cal coins were for-

mer ANS Curators

Carmen Arnold-

Biucchi, now at

Harvard, and

William E.

Metcalf, now at

Yale; Michel

Amandry, from

the Bibliotheqi

Fig. 1 1 . Roman Empire, Vespasian

(AD 71 ). AE sestertius, Rome mint.

Rev. on 1., emperor in military dress

stg. r., holding spear and parazonium;

Jewess std. r., in mourning, leaning

against palm tree; IVDEA CAPTA; in

ex., SC. RIC 427.

(ANS 1967.153.218, bequest of Adra

M. Newell, ex West-Church Coll.,

1910) 31 mm.

Fig. 1 2. Roman Empire, Philip I (AD

248-249). AR antoninianus,

Viminacium(?) mint, in Moesia. Cf. RIC

4. (ANS 1 995. 15.1, gift of Frank L.

Kovacs, III) 20.5 mm.

Fig. 1 3. Eastern Roman (Byzantine)

Empire, Heraclius (AD 610-613). AV
solidus, Constantinople mint, officina

5. DOC 3b.

(ANS 1 905.57.78, gift of Daniel

Parish, Jr.) 21 .6 mm.

Nationale, in Paris, working on the

next installment volume of Roman

Provincial Coinage ;
and Sean

Hemingway and Christopher

Lightfoot, from the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, in New York. Of

course, specialist dealers and collec-

Fig. 1 4. Eastern Roman (Byzantine) or

Persian (Sasanian) Empire, Heraclius

or Khusru II (ca. AD 618-626). AE
dodecanummium, Alexandria Mint.

DOC 109. This issue, with an anepi-

graphic obv. bearing symbols of a star

and crescent, is believed to have been

struck around the time of the Persian

occupation of Egypt, following the

mighty Sasanian's conquest or Syria

ana Palestine. Heraclius gained

renown for the Romans' eventual

recovery, including the return of the

"True Cross"; the Persians had cap-

tured this sacred Christian relic and

brought it back with them to

Ctesiphon, their capital, near modern

Baghdad.

(ANS 1 944. 1 00. 1 6 1 09, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 1 8.7 mm.

Fig. 1 5. Eastern Roman (Byzantine)

Empire, Nicephorus I, with Stauracius

(AD 803-811). AV solidus,

Constantinople mint, officina 5. This

specimen was recovered from the

great 1920 Lagbe hoard. DOC 2a.

(ANS 1944.100.14632, bequest of

Edward T. Newell) 21 .6 mm.

tors also visit the coin room. Among
them recently were dealers John

Aiello and Dmitry Markov. And as he

regularly does, Alexander Naymark,

of Hofstra College, brought a group

of his students to the Society for a

numismatic orientation. The ANS is

also working on helping with an

exhibit on Athenian coins for the

Onassis Foundation, in New York

City.

Medieval and Modern
Europe

There was not much activity in the

Medieval department, but

Christopher Lightfoot, of the

Metropolitan, did have an interesting

question with which we were able to

assist. In last summer’s archaeologi-

cal excavations of the site of an early

Christian church in the Lower City of

Amorium, in Turkey, a curious coin

(SF6598) was discovered. Its full

provenance citation is AM05/A14-

3/SF6598; from the Lower City

Church, 21.07.05; AR denier ; 19

mm, 1.35 g. The coin, which remains

in Turkey, will be published in the

report of Lightfoot’s work by the

Metropolitan Museum of Art. We do

not have a photo to illustrate it; a

plaster cast served for me to attribute

this specimen and to conjecture that it

might well have found its way to the

site as a piece carried by an eleventh-

century pilgrim. The Amorium denier

bears the types, respectively, of a

cross and a monogram, with the leg-

ends +S. MAVRICIVS on the

obverse and +VRBS VIENNA on the

reverse. These place it as an issue in

the sequence of the Archbishops of

Vienne. The monogram appearing on

this issue would seem to have been a

cause for confusion among numisma-

tists of the past, having been read as

representing either the Franconian

emperor Conrad II “the Salian”

(1024—1039) and/or Henry III “the

Black” (1039-1056). While earlier

authors favored the latter interpreta-

tion, reading the monogram as HE,

the more probable of the two possi-

bilities would seem to be a reading as

CH— indicating Conrad (whose

name would have been spelled con-

temporaneously as Chonradus).

Henry’s connections with the arch-

bishopric and the city are not docu-

mented, but Conrad subjugated

Vienne in 1034, so the anonymous

monogram coinage may well date

from ca. 1034-1039. Specific pub-

lished references for the issue found

at Amorium (see bibliography) are:

Boudeau 1041; Dieudonne 162;

Engle and Serrure 1254; Poey

d’Avant 4820, PI. 106, 9; Roberts

3975; and Serrure 660.

New York City is always an active

hub for international numismatics.

We were able to help Edgar Munhall,

of the Frick Collection Museum, by

providing a recommendation of a

coin and image for a forthcoming

publication. Although our cabinet of
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eighteenth-century French gold coins

is not very extensive, a Paris-mint

Louis d'or of 1759 met his needs.

(Fig. 16.) Colleagues Ian and Eva

Wisehn, from the Royal Coin Cabinet

of the National Museum of Economy,

in Stockholm, Sweden— one of the

world’s great numismatic collections

and exhibitions— stopped by for a

visit while traveling in New York,

and they will be returning again for

Fig. 1 6. France, Louis XV
(1715-1775). AV louis dor, 1759-A,

Paris mint. KM 51 3.1

(ANS 1980.109.1059, bequest of

Arthur J. Fecht) 24 mm.

the next Krause-Mishler Forum,

which we will be hosting in October.

East and South Asia and
Islam

For a forthcoming sixth-grade

social-studies textbook to be pub-

lished by MacMillan/McGraw-

Hill/School Division, we were able to

provide Michelle Vitiello with an

image of a nice Zhou-dynasty

Chinese bronze spade coin. The

ANS’s magnificent Chinese collec-

tion is underutilized, so we were

Fig. 17. China: Zhou dynasty, period of

the Warring States (ca. 340-250 BC).

AE bu qian ("spade coin"), from

Anyang, Shanxi Province.

(ANS 1 926.79.
1 ,

gift of S. W. Adler,

part of a collection of Oriental materi-

als brought to this country in 1 893) 26

x 46 mm.

especially pleased to help in such a

context. (Fig. 17.)

Curatorial Associate Peter Donovan

has been making excellent progress

in cataloguing Turkish and Indian

coins in the cabinet, making it more

user-friendly than ever. Robert

Schaaf stopped by to review an issue

of the Sasanian king of Persia

Yazdgird I, and he also acquired

some images of Parthian coins. Stuart

D. Sears continued his study and

recording of the extensive collection

of early Muslim silver (Arab-

Sasanian) drahms found in the ANS
cabinet. The Society is also engaged

in a publication project for the entire

collection of Kushan coinage, which

should bear fruition before long.

Fig. 18. United States, colonial

Virginia. AE halfpenny, 1773. This

issue is a modern reproduction by

Peter Rosa, swedged from his dies,

made with two sizes of flans. Wayne
Sayles has donated a die used in the

striking of this issue.

(ANS 1 989.99. 1 74, gift of Mr. and

Mrs. R. Byron White) 28 mm.

Fig. 1 9. United States, Connecticut. AE
|

"copper," 1786. Miller 2.3-T. This

issue, one of the greatest rarities in the i

series, was a contemporary forgery.

Although one other specimen has been •

photographed, and the issue was first :

reported by Wyllys Betts in 1 886,

these examples are presently untraced.

This specimen, from the Colonial :

Newsletter Reference Collection, was
incorrectly identified on the CNLF j

inventory as an example of the rather

similar Miller 2.4-U, with BRITANNIA

rev. (ANS 2005.37.421
,
gift of the

Colonial Newsletter Foundation, ex

Edward R. Barnsley coll.) 27.8 mm.

AMERICAN NUMIS

Americana
Activities in the American section

involve all of the kinds of inquiries,

searches, and research mentioned

earlier. For upcoming articles in our

specialized publication The Colonial

Newsletter, we have been able to pro-

vide, for authors of a number of

forthcoming articles, suitable materi-

als for illustrations. These include

counterfeit Virginia halfpenny items

for Roger Moore (Fig. 18) and con-

temporary forgeries of Connecticut

Fig. 20. United States, New York. AE
"copper," 1787, imitation of British

halfpenny of George III, overstruck on

a contemporary counterfeit of a

Spanish 2 reales of the Habsburg pre-

tender Charles III—a pistareen—attrib-

uted to the mint of Walter Mould and
James Atlee. Breen 1008.

(ANS 1935.74.18, purchase) 28 mm.

coppers for Mike Ringo (Fig. 19.)

Other scholars and authors have

ordered images both for study and

inclusion in books they are preparing,

among them John Howes (Mould and

Atlee Productions, etc.) (Fig. 20), and

ANS Trustees Sydney Martin

(Wood’s Hibernia issues) (Fig. 21)

and Roger Siboni (“Confederatio”

copper, etc.) (Fig. 22).

For Janet Miller, of the Yale

University Department of Paintings

and Sculpture, we were able to pro-

vide a nice image of a U.S. 10-dollar

gold piece of 1795, to be used in a

Fig. 21 . United States. George I, colo-

nial issue from Ireland. Pewter far-

thing, 1723. Apparently unpublished.

(ANS 1 943.151 .1
,
gift of Henry

Grunthal) 21 mm.
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forthcoming catalog of a traveling

exhibit called “Life, Liberty, and the

Pursuit of Happiness: American Art

*
** *

***** T
* * * " '

Fig. 22. United States. AE
"Confederatio copper/' 1 785.

Starburst CONFEDERATIO obv. muled

with heraldic eagle E. PLURIBUS

UNUM rev. This curious piece seems,

for unknown reasons, to have been

overlooked by previous researchers.

Cf. Breen 1 1 32
(ANS 1942.24.1, purchase) 26 mm.

1660-1893 from the Yale University

Art Gallery.” (Fig. 23.)

Roger Burdette ordered images of a

couple of our Augustus Saint-

Gaudens trial-strike galvanoes

for use in an article in Coin '

World. Three colleagues

from other American

museums also visited, to

confer regarding future

exhibitions their institu-

tions are planning: Elena

Lioubimova, from the

Yorktown-Jamestown
Heritage Foundation,

Virginia, is

preparing
for the

“World of

1607” fea-

ture for the

3 0 0 th-

Fig. 23.

United

States. AV
10 dollars,

1795.

(ANS
1908.93.60, gift

of J. Pierpont Morgan,
anniversary ex Brock coll.) 33 mm.
celebration

of the first English settlement in

America next year; Leo Smith, from

the Durham Western Heritage

Museum in Omaha, Nebraska, is

developing a presentation on the eco-

nomic history of that city and state in

2009; and Joel Sweimler, from the

American Museum of Natural

History, our neighbor in New York

City, is completing arrangements for

an exhibit focused on gold in all its

uses and ramifications. The ANS
welcomes opportunities to work with

other museums in our effort to broad-

en the appreciation of numismatics.

One aspect of Americana I have

noticed is that, more and more, peo-

ple seem to be appreciating, collect-

ing, and inquiring about early

American paper money. This subject

has come up frequently in the past

partly on account of the plethora of

copies of old notes made by the

Historical Documents Company, of

Philadelphia—“Antiqued Parchment

Replicas ‘That Look and Feel Old,’
”

according to their advertising— but I

think students and collectors are

increasingly recognizing the rarity

and economic significance of the

actual notes, poignant mementoes

from the colonial era. Lisa Drazin

sought information to help handle

inherited materials including pre-

Revolutionary Pennsylvania curren-

cy. Recent auction records have no

doubt also helped bring attention and

awareness to this still uncircum-

navigated field.

Although not nearly as large

as it could be (or as represen-

tative as one would hope),

the ANS collection of pio-

neer gold— the so-called pri-

vate and territorial gold pieces

emanating from the days of the

nineteenth-century gold rush-

^ es— includes a fine assort-

ment of examples, original

dies, and minting equip-

ment. Young numismatist

William Robins has made

this field his special area of

interest, and I was glad to show

Fig. 24. United States, Colorado.

Clark, Gruber & Co. AV 5 dollars,

1861.

(ANS 1 895.22. 1 ,
gift of Andrew C.

Zabriskie) 22 mm.

this material to him upon his visit.

(Figs. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28.) Some of the

premier specimens (such as the origi-

nal Bechtler coining press) are on

display at the Federal Reserve Bank

Fig. 25. United States, California. U.S.

Assay Office for Gold, San Francisco,

AV 50 dollars octagonal.

(ANS 1 906. 1 98. 1 ,
gift of Archer M.

Huntington) 41 mm.

of New York, in “Drachmas,

Doubloons, and Dollars: The History

of Money,” our long-term exhibit

there, while others are in storage in

the Donald Groves Building’s fine

Fig. 26. United States, California.

Moffat & Co., AV 1 0 dollars, 1 849.

(ANS 1980.109.2362, bequest of

Arthur J. Fecht) 27 mm.

Fig. 27. United States, California.

Norris, Gregg & Norris, AV 5 dollars,

1849.

(ANS 1980.109.2363, bequest of

Arthur J. Fecht) 22 mm.

new vault facilities or in secure off-

site locations. The ANS Magazine

provides us with the opportunity to
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Fig. 28. United

States, California.

Wass Molitor & Co.,

AV 50 dollars,

1855.

(ANS 1906.192.1,

gift of Archer M.
Huntington) 43 mm.

present some images of these

items to you, printed for the

first time in color!

Medals
Although some speci-

mens in the cabinet have

not yet been catalogued in

our database, the ANS col

lection of medals is a wonder-

ful assemblage of numismatic

art and history. It surely

comes as no surprise to

readers that a rela-

tively high percent-

age of the cabinet’s

inquiries regularly

obliges me to work

in this area. But since

information on medals

tends to be much less

readily available than

that on most coins,

and since the pieces

do not as easily lend

themselves to track-

ing down identifica-

tions and references,

assisting people in

this field can be disproportionately

time consuming. The study of medals

can be regarded as one of the greatest

components of numismatics. While

some parts of the ANS collection,

including many of our most popular

pieces, have been previously pub-

lished, much work awaits. We are

always happy to have a chance to

bring forward some pieces that might

not otherwise be noticed.

The wonderful series of American

Indian Peace medals in the ANS cab-

inet always receives a fair share of

attention, and they have been men-

tioned various times in this column in

the past. Since favorites like the

Washington silver ovals and the

Jefferson hollow medals have made

recent appearances in these pages, we

may safely gloss over other inquiries

about them, as likewise with the

famous Charleston Freed Slave

badge, which is regularly imaged and

requested on loan, or even the famous

Sabine Pass medal of the

Confederacy (recently requested

once again for inclusion in an article

in Civil War Times). But the

beautiful Van Buren large

silver medal, which

with its original

attachment ribbon

once belonged to

Chief Goes to War
Often (Zwi-Ye-Sa) of

the Yankton Dakotahs,

has received less visibili-

ty, as has the “President”

John Jacob Astor medal of the

Upper Missouri Outfit, issued

from Fort Union by the

American Fur Company.

(Figs. 29, 30.) Images of

these medals were recently

requested by Kendall

Johnson, of the Department

of English Literature at

Swarthmore College, for use in

a publication to be entitled Peace,

Fig. 29. United States. Martin Van

Buren AR Indian Peace Medal, by

Moritz Furst and John Reich, 1 837.

Belden 32; Prucha 44; Julian IP- 17

(ANS 1923.52.14, purchase, ex

Wyman Coll.) 75 mm.

Fig. 30. United States. John Jacob

Astor, president of the American Fur

Company, ca. 1832-1838. Belden 65;

Prucha 61

(ANS 1933.105.4, purchase, ex

Senter Coll.) 80 mm.

Friendship, and Financial Panic:

Reading the Mark of Black Hawk.

Harry Waterson studied the catalog

entries for the outstanding

Hungarian-American artist Julio

Kilenyi (1885-1959) in our database

and ordered images of several pieces.

(Fig. 31.) Kilenyi was a master of

modeling and design after the manner

of Oscar Roty, as can be seen in his

elegant works. He was well known in

the 1920s, and he designed Calvin

Coolidge’s Presidential inaugural

medal (for which he received the

less-than-princely sum of $150!).

One elegant, uninscribed Kilenyi pla-

quette featuring a half-length portray-

al of an austere, elegantly dressed

gentleman surely depicts President

Woodrow Wilson. The features

resemble those of the unsigned

Wilson inaugural medal by the

Newark firm of Whitehead & Hoag,
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who employed Kilenyi to create their

high-quality works.

Fig. 31. United States. President

Woodrow Wilson. AE plaquette, ca.

1 920, by Julio Kilenyi. A uniface por-

trait showing the president in formal

attire, holding coat and dress hat.

(ANS 0000.999.48577) 1 55 x 220
mm.

Conclusion
Welcome to the American

Numismatic Society! The far-famed

strength of the cabinet brings under-

standable attention, and we are

always happy to show portions of the

collection to our colleagues and to

serious students, collectors, and deal-

ers. For security reasons, we do ask

that those who would like to visit to

view items at the ANS make appoint-

ments in advance and provide us with

references and introductions.

Meanwhile, hundreds of the greatest

specimens from the cabinet may be

seen without appointment at other

venues. Many are on view in our

spectacular exhibit “Drachmas,

Doubloons, and Dollars,” mentioned

above. This numismatic blockbuster

is at the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York, at 33 Liberty Street— only

a few short blocks from the ANS
headquarters, the Donald Groves

Building, at the intersection of Fulton

and William Streets, in Manhattan.

Why not come spend some quality

A M

time in Old New York with the best

numismatic collection in the country?

Or if you can’t, let us share data with

you and learn more together in

cyberspace. We’re only a click

away...!
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)R THE FIRST TIME in its history, the ANS is inviting members to

London for an exclusive immersion in the numismatic and artistic riches of the

British capital. Join us during the third week of October for this memorable

inaugural tour.

repare yourself for discoveries large

and small as we enjoy behind-the-scenes

access to London’s iconic cultural

resources. Let the Keeper of the Coin

Cabinet be your personal guide as you

explore the world-renowned numismatic

collections of the British Museum.
Renew your love of the classics of

Western art as expert curators lead you through the storied halls of the National

Gallery and the Tate. Savor the creativity of modern British cooking at some

of the capital’s most sought-after dining spots. And during your stay, enjoy the

company of fellow numismatists from throughout the United States.

Open only to Sage Society Members and their guests. For more infor-

mation about the Sage Society and the trip, please contact Julliette

Pelletier at (212) 571-4470 ext. 1311 or pelletier@numismatics.org
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An ANS Die-Cutting School

R
ecently, I was arranging

documents in the

archives from the first

decade of the twentieth

century. As I sifted

through these archival records, I

came across correspondence and

other documents related to an early,

albeit unsuccessful, effort of the

Society to promote medallic art in the

United States—the creation of the

Society’s School for Coin and Medal

Designing and Die-Cutting.

Establishment of the

School
The origins of the school date back

to March 1900, when the Society’s

membership gathered for their annual

meeting in the Society’s rented room

in the New York Academy of

Medicine building. During the meet-

ing, Andrew Zabriskie, president of

the ANS since 1896, gave his annual

address, in which he reviewed the

accomplishments of the past year and

made proposals for the upcoming

one. Chief among the latter was the

establishment of a school for die-cut-

ting. In making this recommendation,

Zabriskie first commented on the

“lamentable backwardness” in the

United States with regards to the

medallic arts, opining, “the remedy to

me seems plain: a school for die-cut-

ting should be established, under the

charge of this Society, conjointly, if

deemed best, with one or other of the

artistic bodies in this city. The begin-

ning might, and doubtless would, be

modest, but I fully believe there are

to-day in this city youths and maid-

ens—for this pursuit can be equally

well engaged in by women—who

Andrew Zabriskie, ca. 1 903. Zabriskie

was a leading proponent and financial

backer of the school. (ANS Archives)

would become equals of the Sharfs,

the Rotys, and the Lea Ahlborns of

the old world.”

Zabriskie ended his address with a

challenge to the Society’s member-

ship: “Let us not, my friends, leave

this room to-night until a Committee

has been appointed to take up this

great work, which cannot fail to be

the most important ever undertaken

by this Society.”

The membership agreed and autho-

rized Zabriskie to appoint the com-

mittee. By May, an exploratory

Committee on the School for Die-

Cutting had been appointed. Its chair

was Woodbury Langdon. A wealthy

New York City banker and real-estate

investor, Langdon had been a mem-

ber of the ANS since 1885 and had

served as the Society’s second vice

president since 1897.

Even before this exploratory com-

mittee was formed, local New York

City newspapers were commenting

on the proposed school. By July, the

press was even reporting that the

ANS had joined forces with the

National Academy of Design to

cosponsor the new school as a branch

of the Academy’s operations. (At the

time, the Academy’s offices were

located at 109th Street and

Amsterdam Avenue.) There was one

problem, however—the Society had-

n’t yet officially agreed to participate

in the collaborative venture.

Zabriskie, ever enthused by the pro-

ject, nonetheless wrote to Bauman

Belden, the Society’s recording sec-

retary, and asked him to limit com-

munications with the press for the

time being
—

“no information should

be given to the papers before the Die

Cutting School has been authorized

by the Soc.”—but stated his intent to

hold a special meeting of the

Executive Committee in September

to quickly consider the matter. In any

event, “if we decide to go ahead the

school must be under way in Nov.”

The anticipated September meeting,

unfortunately, was delayed, so the

exploratory committee was unable to

issue its report until November,

which, in turn, necessitated a delay in

the start of school operations.

At that November meeting,

Langdon, speaking for the explorato-

ry committee, formally reported that

the Academy had “offered a room for

the use of the school during a part of

each day.” Langdon recommended,

on behalf of the exploratory commit-

tee, that the new school be started as

soon as possible, with a target of

eight to ten students initially attend-

ing classes three times a week.

Langdon also recommended that two
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teachers be hired, one of whom
would lecture on "the practical appli-

cation of the art of drawing to designs

for dies," while the other would lec-

ture on "the preliminary steps con-

nected with the modeling of designs

and the incising of metals.” In the

second year, a third teacher could be

hired to teach an unidentified

"advanced course.” The committee

estimated that the cost of operating

such a school would be $800 per

school year (about $18,500 in 2005

dollars, according to the Consumer

Price Index). And while the school

would be subject to the rules and reg-

ulations of the Academy, it would be

managed by a joint committee of the

Academy and the AN$.

The Society’s membership adopted

the exploratory committee’s recom-

mendations and, as a result, estab-

lished two operating committees: one

to solicit donations to fund the school

and a second to manage the school

once enough funds had been

received. Both committees were to be

chaired by Langdon, although the

composition of the two differed.

While the membership of the (tempo-

rary) solicitation committee included

members from the exploratory com-

mittee, on the management commit-

tee Langdon would be joined only by

the school’s chief supporter, Andrew

Zabriskie, and another prominent

supporter of the Society’s medallic

program, J. Sanford Saltus.

Fundraising commenced almost

immediately, and by the start of 1901

almost $1,250 had been pledged by

fourteen members of the ANS. The

leading contributor, not surprisingly,

was Zabriskie, who pledged $300

(about $7,000 in current dollars).

The Abbreviated 1901

Session
The school opened in January of

1901, with one instructor, Charles

Pike (who was identified as a student

of Augustus Saint-Gaudens), and two

students. Its official title was the

cumbersome “School for Coin and

Medal Designing and Die-Cutting,

under the joint direction of the

Victor D. Brenner, undated. Brenner

taught at the school during its second

year. (ANS Archives)

American Numismatic and

Archaeological Society and the

National Academy of Design." By all

accounts, this first, abbreviated ses-

sion (lasting from January through

May) was a success. By March,

Zabriskie was able to speak of his

“especial pride and satisfaction” in

the success of the school. And the

Society’s Executive Committee

boasted that the school had “attracted

much attention among those who feel

an interest in the improvement of

medallic art in this country.”

Proponents of the school had reason

to be pleased. For instance, although

only two students were in attendance

when the session started, by the end

of the session in May there were

seven—close to the eight-to-ten-stu-

dent range targeted in the exploratory

committee’s report. In addition, costs

for this first session were only

$200—significantly less than antici-

pated. An enthusiastic Langdon even

offered $100 as a prize for “the best

work done in the school, to be award-

ed at the close of the school year” in

May. Langdon would repeat this

prize for each of the school’s four

remaining years.

Thus, as the school’s first session

concluded, the officers of the AN$

could correctly think that they might

actually succeed in their attempt to

create an “American school” of die-

making.

Developing Problems
Despite the good feelings, however,

there were problems that became

increasingly evident, especially an

inability to hire enough instructors

and recruit enough students. For

instance, a chronic problem with the

school was the $ociety’s inability to

locate enough qualified instructors, in

particular ones trained in die-sinking.

As originally envisioned, the school

would commence operations with

two instructors, but only one could be

located. And while the management

committee would later comment that

Pike’s performance was “altogether

satisfactory,” they lamented that “he

does not profess to teach" die-sink-

ing. As a result, during that first

abbreviated session of 1901, course-

work had been limited to modeling

and designing in clay.

To correct this deficiency, after the

abbreviated 1901 school year con-

cluded, the ANS laid off Pike and

hired the noted medalist Victor

Brenner to begin teaching when

classes resumed in the fall of 1901.

As Langdon later explained: “Mr.

Brenner’s appointment in Mr. Pike’s

stead was due only to a desire on the

part of our Committee to provide

instruction in die-sinking, as well as

in the preparation of designs in a

proper form from which to cut dies,

etc.” For unexplained reasons, how-

ever, Brenner only lasted one year

—

at the end of the 1901-1902 school

year he resigned, effectively forcing

the ANS to rehire the previously ter-

minated Pike.

After Pike’s return, the Committee

briefly had hopes of locating a second

instructor (Pike thought he knew of a

die-sinker who would be willing to

serve), but, by January 1904, they

acknowledged that their attempts had

been in vain, “owing to the unwill-

ingness of practical die-sinkers to

teach their art, because of the fear of

competition from graduated students
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of the School.” “The problem,” they

continued, “is to find a man willing to

teach and sufficiently elevated in

mind to understand that the instructor

of this class is founding an

'American School’ which should

eventually be an honor to the United

States; not a simple ‘trade competi-

tion,’ dangerous to foreign-born

workmen.”

A second problem was the persis-

tent lack of students. Although the

management committee had set a

modest goal for the first year, pre-

sumably they expected the student

population to increase substantially.

As a result, the committee made addi-

tional modifications (in addition to

hiring a new instructor) for the

1901-1902 session. For instance, in

an effort to increase the popularity of

the school when it reopened under

Brenner's instructorship in the fall of

1901, a new course was also added

—

Instruction in the Designing and

Modelling of Ornamental Decoration

and Artistic Jewelry
—

“as it was

thought that this would tend to attract

pupils who might, later, direct their

attention to the Medallic branch.” In

addition, courses that had previously

been held in the day were now con-

ducted in the evening, which the

committee hoped would be more

convenient for potential students.

Their hope was not realized: only six

students attended the 1901-1902 ses-

sion, and only seven attended the

1903-1904 session. For the school’s

final session, in 1904-1905, the num-

ber had risen to nine—slightly larger,

but nothing substantial.

These two problems—an inability

to locate enough qualified instructors

and low attendance—would plague

the school throughout the remainder

of its brief existence and ultimately

lead to its downfall.

Demise of the School
As 1905 began, Langdon reported

at the Society’s annual meeting that

classes had begun once again at the

school, with nine students in atten-

dance and “a most promising out-

look.” Langdon ’s assessment, unfor-

tunately, proved to be overly opti-

mistic. The school’s chief sponsor,

Zabriskie, had resigned from the

presidency in December 1904, after

his ill-advised attempt to merge the

ANS with the New-York Historical

Society had been defeated. And by

May 1905, Langdon himself would

quit both the school’s management

committee and the ANS. Thus, by the

end of May, as the Society’s new

president, Archer Huntington, was

about to meet with the Society’s

Executive Committee for the first

time, the school's two chief backers

were nowhere to be seen.

“We had a delightful evening,”

Bauman Belden later wrote of that

first meeting between Huntington

and the Executive Committee.

“[Huntington] seemed much pleased

with things.” Not surprisingly, the

new administration had new priori-

ties—locating suitable facilities and

invigorating the Society’s limited

publications program were high on

the new president’s agenda.

Maintaining the die-cutting school

a struggling initiative of his predeces-

sor—was not. As a result, at that very

first meeting the Executive

Committee decided to discontinue the

school. As the Executive Committee

simply reported later, “it was felt that

the results obtained were not suffi-

cient to warrant the expense of keep-

ing it up.” Unspent donations were

applied to pay off the school's exist-

ing expenses; the remainder was

added to the Society’s permanent

funds for the purchase of coins and

medals.

The School for Medal Design and

Die-Cutting was an honorable, albeit

unsuccessful, effort to stimulate the

medallic arts in the United States. In

a way, it represents one of the last

major projects of the ANS prior to the

infusion of Huntington’s funds

—

funds upon which the Society would

rely for the next five decades to sup-

port its major initiatives. The school

was, however, only part of the

Society’s efforts to support the

medallic arts in America. In fact, J.

Sanford Saltus, the one member of

the school’s management committee

who remained active with the ANS,

would eventually become the leading

proponent of the Society’s other

efforts to support American medallic

art in the coming decades. EHHul
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William Eisler. The Dassiers of Geneva: •

Eighteenth-Century European
j

Medallists. Vol. 1, Jean Dassier, Medal :

Engraver: Geneva, Paris, and London, :

1700-1733. Vol. 2, Dassier and Sons: An :

Artistic Enterprise in Geneva, ;

Switzerland, and Europe, 1733-1759.
j

Cahiers romands de numismatic 7 and 8. •

Lausanne: Association des amis du :

Cabinet des medailles du canton de
Vaud et le Musee d’art et d’histoire, :

Geneva, 2002 and 2005. ISBN no. 2- j

940094-05-5 (vol. 1), 2-940094-06-3 (vol. :

2). j

The Dassiers of Geneva, especially :

Jean Dassier (1676-1763) and his
j

son Jacques-Antoine (1715-1759), j

were among the most important and :

prolific medalists of the eighteenth •

century. Their contributions to :

medallic design and production have
j

been marginalized in part due to our :

limited understanding of their careers
j

and the paucity of published docu- j

ments about them. The only extended :

essays to focus on Jean and Jacques- •

Antoine’s lives were written between :

1772 and 1774, by Gottlieb Emanuel
j

von Haller and Johann Ftissli, based :

on a 1771 manuscript by Dassier ’s
\

sons Jean II and Antoine. Forrer’s j

skeletal description and checklist has :

remained the standard resource on •

them, but he freely admitted that :

“there is no complete catalogue of
\

Dassier’s work” (1:513). Eisler’s :

two-volume, long-overdue study is :

the first monograph on the Dassiers •

and will be the standard reference on :

their work for the foreseeable future.
j

Jean Dassier initially trained under :

his father Domaine, chief engraver at
j

the Geneva Mint, then in Paris under j

Jean Mauger and Joseph Roettiers. :

Returning to Geneva, Jean assisted •

Domaine at the mint for several years :

and, following his father’s death in
\

1 7 1 9, he became chief engraver there :

until his death in 1763. More than :

numismatic engravers or designers, j

Domaine and Jean were quite :

wealthy and played key roles in the •

design, construction, implementa- :

tion, and legislation of screw presses
\

A M E R

in Geneva. As mint-masters they held

a virtual monopoly over that technol-

ogy and thus over the Genevan luxu-

ry decorative-arts market of the early

decades of the eighteenth century.

Eisler’s first volume and several

chapters of the second examine Jean

Dassier’s work in medals and related

decorative arts: the artist’s associa-

tion with the Genevan luxury-goods

industry, the “Fabrique,” is docu-

mented here for the first time. Dassier

produced at least twenty exquisitely

cut dies— frequently allegorical com-

positions based on Roman mytholo-

gy— for watch cases, watch faces,

and snuff boxes early in his career. In

1717, he reissued Jerome Roussel’s

sixty medals on Ovid’s

Metamorphoses. Undeterred by the

tepid success of that series, in 1723

and 1724 he designed and struck over

seventy medals of illustrious men

associated with the reign of King

Louis XIV. These latter medals

brought him international acclaim,

and he followed that triumph with a

series depicting religious reformers

and theologians, totaling over thirty

medals. Dassier sojourned to

England in 1728 and was offered a

position at the Royal Mint. He

declined the offer, but three years

later he produced an enormously suc-

cessful series of thirty-five medals of

British sovereigns from William I to
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George II in bronze, gold, and silver;

these were complemented by a small-

er series depicting British worthies

including Shakespeare, Francis

Bacon, John Milton, John Locke, and

Isaac Newton. At various times in the

1720s, 1730s, and 1740s, Dassier

executed medals of Bernese digni-

taries and, following the example of

Louis XIV ’s Histoire Metallique,

produced an analogous medallic his-

tory of Geneva between 1734 and

1749. Dassier also designed most of

the coinage for Geneva between 1711

and 1763.

The second volume continues to

explore the career of Jean Dassier,

then focuses on the work of Jean

Dassier’s son, Jacques-Antoine, and

collaborative efforts between the two

(and, to a lesser extent, Jean’s son

Antoine). Jacques-Antoine received

early tutelage from his father, but

moved to Paris in 1732 to study under

Thomas Germain. In 1737, he began

unofficial studies at the French

Academy in Rome (as a Protestant,

he was ineligible for the Prix de

Rome). His earliest known medal,

depicting Pope Clement XII, resulted

from an audience with the pontiff at

that time. Upon returning to Geneva,

Jacques-Antoine immediately set out

for England, where he was assistant

engraver at the Royal Mint in London

from 1741 to 1745; he produced

more than twenty medals of notable

British personalities during that

decade, including Alexander Pope,

King George II, and various nobles.

Also in the 1740s, Jacques-Antoine

collaborated with his father on a

series of more than sixty medals con-

cerning the history and personalities

of the Roman Republic. His best

works come from the 1750s, and

include the famous medal of

Montesquieu from 1753. Beginning

in 1756, he worked at the mint in St.

Petersburg and also was employed at

the St. Petersburg Academy of Fine

Art. Jacques-Antoine had been
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groomed to assume the mantle of his

father's atelier, and he enjoyed enor-

mous success in the final years of his

life. His untimely death in 1759 dealt

a devastating blow to Jean’s hopes for

a protracted Genevan dynasty.

The Dassier family was important

to the diffusion and dissemination of

style in eighteenth-century Europe.

The Dassiers were not innovators, but

they were savvy, efficient, ambitious,

and prolific designers and die-cutters

for hundreds of medals, coins, and

other luxury items. Raised-rim bor-

ders, inevitably derived from Jean

Warin, surround able, perfunctory

portraits, with reverses that are often

repetitive and simple. Their extended

series rely formally (if not functional-

ly) on the massively self-indulgent

medals commissioned by the Sun

King. With the possible exception of

Jacques-Antoine’s later work,

Dassier medals are not among the

best in the history of medals (indeed,

they are not even mentioned in Mark

Jones’s survey The Art of the Medal).

But perhaps more than any other

medalists of the eighteenth century,

the Dassier family integrated cutting-

edge technologies and political acu-

men with a keen understanding of the

market for medals and the decorative

arts.

Eisler’s ambitious study redresses

the rather surprising lacuna in our

knowledge of the family and its artis-

tic milieu. Both volumes are profuse-

ly illustrated with hundreds of repro-

ductions, including the original dies

and puncheons held in Geneva.

Enlargements, exquisite color plates,

and numerous illustrations of engrav-

ings, drawings, paintings, and related

medals complement a well-docu-

mented text. Eisler cites a wide

assortment of sources to confirm his

findings and bolster his arguments:

tax records, letters, notarial entries,

inventories, contracts, excerpts from

earlier biographies (Fiissli, Haller),

and contemporaneous commentaries.

The author frequently

includes the full texts of

documents, such as

Roussel’s 1711 description

of the Metamorphoses

(1:40-41) and Jacques-

Antoine’s 1756 contract

with the Russian Imperial

court (2:368-369). When
Eisler revises the date of a

series or attribution, his

reasons are delineated

clearly and often are based

on documentary evidence.

Arranged chronologically,

the material will prove

invaluable to students of

medals, portraiture, and

eighteenth-century style,

while Eisler’s fluid prose

remains accessible to lay

readers.

Each chapter is a discrete

entity focused on a specif-

ic group of medals: a con-

textual essay precedes a

catalogue of those medals

followed by illustrations,

and each chapter’s cata-

logue has its own numbering system

(citations will have to include the

volume number, page number, and

item number). The plates do not

include identifying information, nor

do they follow the same pagination as

the text, catalogue, or catalogue illus-

trations; a list at the beginning of

each volume redirects the reader to

the appropriate catalogue number.

Several early objects are not illustrat-

ed, including nos. 1, 3, 6, and 25 in

the first volume. At the very least,

they should have been included as

figures. Essays often begin as though

they immediately follow the previous

chapter, when in fact twenty or more

pages of catalogue entries and illus-

trations separate them, and the

absence of paragraph indentations

complicates an otherwise clear text.

And while the illustrations generally

are quite good, especially the color

plates, many black-and-white plates

are blurry and indistinct (e.g., vol. 1,

Plates 5-6).

The minor problems outlined above

are primarily organizational and aes-

thetic in nature, and fortunately they

do not obscure an exceptional publi-

cation. The Dassiers of Geneva is

rich in primary and secondary

sources, and sheds much-needed light

on the atelier of a significant medal-

making dynasty. Eisler is to be

applauded for collecting such an

impressive array of documents and

visual materials to illuminate the

family, its contributions, and the

social context of their medals. Not

only will these two volumes serve as

the authoritative source on the

Dassiers, they may well rescue the

family from the purgatory of relative

obscurity.

—Arne R. Flaten
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Amidst the chaos of the

Afghanistan War, a massive coin

hoard was found in 1992 at Mir

Zakah, an area in eastern

Afghanistan. Mir Zakah is situated

some 50 km northeast of Gardez and

is not far away from the Khyber Pass

Highway leading from Kabul to

Peshawar, Pakistan. The hoard

allegedly contained three to four tons

of gold and silver coins and roughly

200 kg of jewelry, silver vessels,

gemstones, and votive plaquettes.

Another hoard had been found in

1947 at the very same site, which had

been partly rescued by Afghani

authorities and French archaeolo-

gists. Because both the Mir Zakah

Hoards con-

tained roughly

the same range

of coin issues, it

is rather obvious

that they were

parts of one and

the same

deposit. The

mixture of coins

and objects most

likely compos-

ing a temple

treasure is remi-

niscent of the

famous Oxus

Hoard. The Mir

Zakah Deposit,

however, is

much larger than

the Oxus Hoard, and

might have includ-

ed several war

chests, with Greek

Bactria well repre-

sented and the Indo

Scythian king Azes II

making up the lion’s

share. The most

recent coins are those of the

Kushan rulers of the late

second and early third centu-

ry AD.

Osmund Bopearachchi, a

renowned specialist of

Bactrian and Indo-Scythian

numismatics, was among

the first drawing the public’s atten-

tion to this notable discovery. After

coming across hoard specimens by

the thousands in the Suq of Peshawar,

he published his first report in the

International Numismatic Newsletter

24 (Spring 1994). Subsequently, he

kept his colleagues updated about his

investigations. Almost all we know

about the Mir Zakah Deposit we have

learned from his writings.

Indefatigably searching for the

hoard’s specimens all over the world,

he found many unedited types and

varieties— some even of unknown
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Fig. 1 . Gold double

daric allegedly from

the Mir Zakah
Deposit.

Fig. 2. Gold double

daric of Seleucus I.

ble-

nders— and some overstrikes

elucidating chronological

issues. Furthermore,

Bopearachchi traced the trail

of the so-called Bactrian

Treasure in the Miho
Museum, Shigaraki.

According to him, that collec-

tion of Persian and Bactrian

gold and silver objects is the

“temple’s share” of the Mir

Zakah Deposit. Another view

was held by the late Igor

Pichikyan, the Russian exca-

vator of the temple at Takht-i

Sangin, who thought the

Miho Treasure might belong

to the Oxus Hoard rather than

to the Mir Zakah Deposit. In

order to prove his case once

and for all, Bopearachchi coura-

geously traveled abroad in

Afghanistan last year. He was

accompanied by the French

war correspondent Philippe

Flandrin, who is familiar with

the countries, peoples, and cus-

toms of the Hindu Kush.

Flandrin has already published

several books on the lost cul-

tural heritage caused by the

Afghanistan conflicts of the

past twenty-five years.

Bopearachchi and Flandrin

tried to meet and interview

as many witnesses of the

hoard's dispersal as possi-

villagers, officials, and military

officers. Now, after only a few

months, the report of their journey

has appeared.

Though the purpose of the journey

was to establish the provenance of the

Miho Treasure from Mir Zakah, the

scope of the book goes far beyond

that. The authors have something to

say about the political background

not only of the Mir Zakah affair but

also of the ransacking of the Kabul

Museum in May 1993. The second

main topic of the book, however, are

the coins of the Mir Zakah Deposit.
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Bopearachchi’s hunt for new numis-

matic evidence fascinated his com-

panion, and a spectacular gold coin

(Fig. 1), the obverse of which figures

on the front cover, plays the main role

in the book. From my point of view,

the authenticity of the coin (and of

others dealt with in the book) is ques-

tionable. So I am afraid the authors’

merits in checking the provenances

of many items kept by the Miho

Museum will soon be superseded by

a debate about whether these items

are genuine or not. I cannot help

entering into the matter.

The book has two parts. The first

one, written by Flandrin, gives a col-

orful, sometimes dramatic descrip-

tion of his involvement in

Bopearachchi’s investigation. All

who loved reading Arthur Conan

Doyle’s The Sign of the Four will

enjoy it, and anyone who is interested

in the provenance of the Miho items

will have to read it as well. It must be

said, however, that Flandrin does not

know much about numismatics. He

confuses darics with staters (43), he

thinks the late Martin J. Price was an

American (95), and he is serious in

asserting that the famous “Poros

Coinage” was minted the day after

Alexander’s battle against the Indian

king (15). More reliable in that

respect is the second part, written by

Bopearachchi, who gives a detailed

account of what can be told about the

Mir Zakah Deposit, both its numis-

matic contents and its historical con-

sequences. Unfortunately, this over-

view is blurred by Bopearachchi’s

discussion of some novelties he adds

to the hitherto known contents. The

first one is the gold coin just men-

tioned, and the second and third ones

are a tetradrachm and a gold stater of

the Bactrian satrap (or ruler)

Sophytes, whose authenticity should

also be questioned. Still worse,

Bopearachchi argues that some

debates about authenticity are super-

fluous, for some specimens from the

A M

Mir Zakah Deposit (which have not

yet been published) proved their

types are genuine (219, 236). At this

point at the latest, the reader wonders

if Bopearachchi wants him to refrain

from scientific principles and to put

good faith in everything

Bopearachchi tells him. Perhaps it

would be easier to trust Bopeara-

chchi’s judgment were he more skep-

tical toward the coins he figures on

the plates.

Turning to the problem of the

authenticity of the coins, I begin with

the gold coin (Fig. 1) that gives the

book its title. It is a double daric

(16.75 g) with a 6:00 die axis.

Bearing a portrait of Alexander the

Great in elephant headdress on the

obverse and the image of a walking

elephant on the reverse, the coin con-

nects two hitherto separated points in

early Hellenistic numismatics.

Having a Xi above and the mono-

gram AB beneath the elephant, the

reverse seems to belong to the

famous Poros Group of the

Alexander Coinage. The obverse is

related to Alexander’s earliest coin

portraits issued by Ptolemy I and

Seleucus I. The Alexander portrait on

Ptolemy’s early tetradrachms is the

closest parallel (Kraay and Hirmer,

Greek Coins
,

pi. 217). Some darics

and double darics that Seleucus mint-

ed at Babylon, Susa, and Ecbatana,

respectively, show a similar but less

detailed portrait (Houghton and

Lorber, Seleucid Coins I, 1, 48ff.,

nos. 101, 183, 219). As far as the

metal and the denomination are con-

cerned, the Seleucid coins are closer

to the new coin, but they were issued

about a decade later than the

Ptolemaic ones. However, from

Bopearachchi’s point of view the new
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gold coin precedes its Ptolemaic and

Seleucid analogues, thus being not

only their model but the earliest coin

portrait of Alexander and the only

one minted in his lifetime. If so, the

coin would revolutionize our knowl-

edge of the Alexander portraits.

However, before we engage in dis-

cussing chronological issues, we
should ask: Is that hybrid coin

ancient at all?

What troubled me first is its impec-

cable preservation. The coin is said to

come from a hoard containing thou-

sands and millions of coins ranging

over five centuries, among which it is

one of the earliest, but it looks as

fresh as a coin that has left the anvil

only a few days ago. There seems to

be some wear at the feathers of

Alexander’s aegis, but that part of the

relief is not the highest one. At any

rate, the questions of provenance and

authenticity must be separated from

each other.

Both the images of the coin have

some unusual features, to say the

least. Turning to the reverse, we see

an elephant dancing ballet. Far from

having the phlegma known from all

other ancient depictions of pachy-

derms, this one's toes are raised as if

it were up on point. Obviously, the

engraver knew little about the ani-

mal’s physique. Elephants are ani-

malia unguligrada , which do not

walk on their soles. In fact, elephants

are always walking on their tiptoes,

and thus cannot raise their feet any

further. It is true that the engraver of

the Poros double shekels did not

know much about elephants either.

As Barclay Head observed, he ren-

dered the elephant’s hind legs incor-

rectly (Numismatic Chronicle [1906]:

8; Hill. British Museum Quarterly 1

[1926]: 36). However, the elephants

of the Poros Coinage are well within

the range of Greek realism, whereas

the elephant of the new gold coin is

nearly ridiculous.

Turning to the obverse, we have a

portrait of Alexander which is surely

a tour de force. Even considering the

small size of the coin (1.9 cm), the

portrait is rich with thrilling details.

Everything protrudes: the forehead,

the eye, the orbital, even the swelling

lips. However, the parts do not har-

monize. Comparing a specimen (Fig.

2) of Seleucus’s double darics side by

side with the new coin, one observes

at once that the Seleucid engraver

designed the portrait as one throw,

while the engraver of the new coin

put pieces together. Consequently,

there are gaps— places where one

element of the face thrusts against

another without organic transitions.

Note the bow of the upper eyelid,

which does not correspond to the

heavy orbital; the hanging lower eye-

lid (Alexander’s look is entirely inex-

pressive); the lifeless surface of tem-

ple and cheek; and the clumsy

engraving of the ear. This engraver is

not a sculptor but merely a drafts-

man; his work is not plastic but

graphic. In fact, he uses border lines,

a feature entirely unknown in ancient

coin engraving (note the outline of

the elephant skin, and further,

Alexander's eyelids, lips, and auri-

cle).

Numismatists are wise to place

more weight on technical features

than on stylistic impressions. Without

having performed an autopsy, I

should like to mention four technical

anomalies, although none of them

might be decisive. First, note the bor-

der of dots on the obverse, which is

not attested among the Poros coins

nor among the Seleucid gold coins

mentioned above. Among the com-

parisons, it occurs on Ptolemy’s

tetradrachms only. Second, observe

the coupling of the Xi and the AB
monogram on one side of the coin,

whereas the Poros double shekels

have them on two sides. Third, this

coin has a 6:00 die axis, whereas the

Poros Group, like the mass of the

Alexander coinage, is random.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SO
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Finally, it is hard to explain why the

trunk of Alexander’s elephant head-

dress suddenly disappears before

reaching the flan’s edge. There are

indications of a double strike (note

the shadow of the dotted border

between 3:00 and 6:00), but they do

not explain this.

I have a very bad feeling about this

coin. My suspicion is not assuaged by

the way the coin came to

Bopearachchi’s attention. In collect-

ing intelligence about the Mir Zakah

Deposit, Bopearachchi relied upon an

Pakistani informant. This homme de

Peshawar who calls himself un pau-

vre journaliste pakistanais (but lives

in the Marble Arch District) has in the

past acted as an intermediary for a

Peshawar dealer; today he seems to

act in charge of the London Afghani

dealers. According to him, he had

seen the deposit before it left Mir

Zakah. His recollection of details is

astonishing: after a lapse of more

than ten years he recognizes speci-

mens from a hoard weighing three or

four tons. Although he does not claim

to have played the main role in the

hoard’s dispersal, he was clever

enough to single out the most spec-

tacular coin of the whole deposit.

The Sophytes coins mentioned

above have a different story but simi-

lar problems. Bopearachchi found

them on the market (commencent a

paraitre dans les catalogues de vente,

196). Allegedly, they are derived

from a hoard discovered at Aqtcha,

near Balkh. The tetradrachm might

be genuine, although its portrait has

unexpected features: Sophytes’ hel-

met obviously copies that of Athena

of the Eastern owls. Bopearachchi

argues that Sophytes’ borrowing of it

from Athena is a symptom of super-

human pretensions (199). That

tetradrachm looks better than one that

Bopearachchi had published earlier

(Nomismatika Khronika 15 11996]:

30, no. 1) and much better than the

new gold stater (197). The gold stater
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repeats the image of Sophytes’

didrachms: his portrait wearing a

Hellenistic helmet ornamented with

an olive wreath on the bowl and a

bird’s wing on the side flap. The

engraving of the gold stater is very

poor (note the failed ornaments on

the cheekpiece) and does not deserve

further discussion.

The Poros double shekel in the

Hirayama Collection, however, is

certainly genuine (180-181). In fact,

it is one of the finest specimens of its

group, for it is the first one showing

the whole reverse image. According

to Bopearachchi, it is one of fifteen

specimens found in the Mir Zakah

Deposit. Unfortunately, these won-

derful coins might have stimulated

the imagination of some crooks.

— Wolfgang Fischer-Bosser
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